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Executive Summary

We celebrate the 5-year anniversary of the inauguration of the USC Michelson Center for Convergent Bioscience and the 8-year anniversary of the construction groundbreaking of Michelson Hall, home to the Center. Thanks to a generous $50 million gift from retired orthopedic spinal surgeon Gary Michelson and his wife, Alya Michelson, the $185 million, 190,000-sf building provides the infrastructure that enables research leading to the development of life-saving therapeutics and devices, addressing the most critical health issues of our times.

Michelson Faculty — USC researchers whose laboratory is located at Michelson Hall and/or who are directors of Michelson Hall centers, institutes, and core facilities — continue to grow in number, currently 36 from the original 20 named faculty, and hail from three USC schools: the Viterbi School of Engineering, the Keck School of Medicine and the Dana and David Dornsife College of Letters, Arts and Sciences. Michelson Hall also houses five Centers/Institutes and five research core facilities, detailed later in this report.

Drawn from across a broad spectrum of research fields, ranging from computational sciences and applied mathematics to nanoengineering, biology, and medicine, Michelson Faculty, along with hundreds of postdocs, students and research administrative staff, represent the human capital supporting the convergence of research at USC. Diverse in age, ethnicity and expertise, they interact and create new collaborative interfaces with researchers at USC and worldwide, driving technological innovation spanning the entire science, engineering and medical enterprise.

The Michelson Center January 2023 Quarterly Report presents a narrative of the Center’s efforts and highlights the research being conducted by Michelson faculty during the period October-December, 2022. It presents the scientific and social impact, milestones and accolades achieved by its faculty, shared research facilities, institutes, and centers, as well as financial information on research labs and core facilities.

Since 2017, Michelson Faculty submitted an impressive 1160 proposals to external sponsors as principal investigators (PIs) and/or co-principal investigators (co-PIs), requesting almost $1.7 billion in funds; 320 proposals totaling over $234 million were awarded by federal and state agencies and government offices, corporations and foundations as grants, subcontracts or cooperative agreements, with anticipated obligated funding exceeding $304 million. Almost 40 grant proposals were submitted in 2022 alone.
by Michelson Faculty as PIs or co-PIs, with over $1.4 million in awards made during the 2022 4th quarter.

New arrivals to Michelson Hall include Dr. Peter Foster, who joined USC in January 2023 as an Assistant Professor of Physics and Astronomy. As a member of Michelson’s Bridge Institute, his research on the physics of living systems focuses on the cellular cytoskeleton and active matter physics. Also new to Michelson this January is Dr. Rehan Kapadia, Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, who is serving as the new director of the John O’Brien Nanofabrication Laboratory core facility. Dr. Vsevolod Katritch, Associate Professor of Quantitative and Computational Biology and Chemistry, joined Dr. Charles McKenna, Professor of Chemistry and Pharmacology & Pharmaceutical Sciences, as co-director of the newly established Center for New Technologies in Drug Discovery and Development (CNT3D).

Recognition of research conducted by Michelson faculty is demonstrated by the continued number of national and international awards and accolades received.

- Dr. Carl Kesselman was named 2023 IEEE Fellow by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, a distinction reserved for select IEEE members whose extraordinary accomplishments in any of the IEEE fields of interest are deemed fitting for this prestigious grade elevation.

- Dr. Remo Rohs was elected American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) Fellow, in recognition of his contributions to science and technology.

- Dr. Scott Fraser was one of three recipients of the Southern California Biomedical Council (SoCalBio) 2022 Innovation Awards. Dr. Fraser was honored with the 2022 Outstanding Researcher Award. The award recognizes those who “embody the spirit of innovation” and exemplify “the best that our region has to offer in entrepreneurship, research, and education.”

- Dr. Stacey Finley received the Cancer Warrior Award from the University of Colorado Comprehensive Cancer Center in recognition of her “outstanding contribution and achievement in cancer research and devotion to training future cancer warriors.”

- Dr. Steve Kay was designated a 2022 Clarivate Highly Cited Researcher, one of 10 USC faculty recognized by Clarivate for the demonstrated, significant and broad influence of their research as reflected in their publication of multiple highly cited papers over the last decade.

- Dr. Ellis Meng was awarded a $11.7 million grant from the National Institutes of Health to create the Center for Autonomic Nerve Recording and Stimulation Systems (CARSS).

The featured article this quarter was published in the journal Nature — Structure-based design of bitopic ligands for the μ-opioid receptor — and reports on research by Dr. Vsevolod Katritch, in collaboration with researchers at the USC Bridge Institute, Stanford, Memorial Sloan Kettering, Scripps Research, and others nationally, demonstrating that chemically linking fentanyl to the sodium pockets within nerve cell receptors could block the harmful side effects of the synthetic opioid fentanyl and still reduce pain. The research addresses a critical societal need, given the opioid crises in the US, with nearly 70,000 opioid-related overdose deaths in 2020 alone, and holds promise that a less harmful version of fentanyl will work in humans, leading to safer pain-relieving drugs.

The highlighted articles include studies by CSI-Cancer Center director Dr. Peter Kuhn — Defining a liquid biopsy profile of circulating tumor cells and oncosomes in metastatic colorectal cancer for clinical utility — published in the journal Cancers (Basel). The research aims to validate the use of liquid biopsy as a prognostic tool to characterize pathophysiology and mechanisms of cancer metastasis.

Also highlighted is the article by Dr. Remo Rohs, Physicochemical models of protein–DNA binding with standard and modified base pairs, published
in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (PNAS). Dr. Rohs’ research aims to elucidate the mechanisms by which DNA-binding proteins recognize genomic target sites and play important roles in various cellular processes.

We celebrate the scientific and social impacts and the advances in research achieved by Michelson Faculty, paving new frontiers in medicine and health. We celebrate the transformative potential of the Michelson Center for Convergent Bioscience to leverage the expertise of faculty, staff and students, realizing Dr. Michelson’s vision to develop new life-saving devices and therapeutics, to reach “undreamed-of advances in the biological sciences in the near future” and ultimately “make life less unfair.”

And it is with sincere and profound gratitude that we acknowledge that such achievements could not have been realized without the generous support of Dr. Gary Michelson and his wife Alya Michelson.

Happy Anniversary Michelson Center!
Five-Year Celebration

Creating the medical research infrastructure that drives a model for highly collaborative convergent projects and targeted science, enabling researchers to translate bold ideas into therapies, saving lives and empowering brilliant minds to heal the world.

Michelson Medical Research Foundation

Realizing a Transformative Vision

We celebrate the 5-year anniversary of the grand opening of the USC Michelson Center for Convergent Bioscience, thanks to a generous $50 million gift from retired orthopedic spinal surgeon Gary K. Michelson and his wife, Alya Michelson.

The $185 million, 190,000-sf building capped nearly seven years of planning and design, including three years of construction. Designed by HOK and erected by DPR Construction, the work involved a half dozen engineering firms and subcontractors.

It is the largest building on the University Park campus and was designed with an eye toward space flexibility to accommodate state-of-the-instrumentation, infrastructure, conference rooms, Class 100 and 1,000 Nanotechnology cleanrooms, classrooms and lab space for Engineering and Biomedical Sciences, as well as scholarship in the Arts.

Michelson Hall is home to five core laboratories supporting research in imaging, biomolecular characterization, development of new peptides and antibody-like proteins, among many others. Its five Centers and Institutes are catalysts for innovation in drug discovery and development, informatics, imaging, medical and clinical the research. Thirty-six USC professors named as “Michelson Faculty” work across disciplines to form new, integrative research frameworks that allow faculty, postdocs, staff and students to work more efficiently and intuitively alongside each other.

Grounded in Michelson Hall, research teams of the USC Michelson Center for Convergent Bioscience are tackling and pushing the boundaries of new frontiers in medicine and health. Interdisciplinary collaboration is leading to the development of new life-saving devices and therapeutics, responding to societal needs and delivering innovative solutions to address what the National Science Foundation calls complex and “vexing research problems.”

Convergence: from the Latin *convergere*, to “incline together”

“What you need to do is build runways, not fences. This building is a runway that brings together people who might never meet.”

Steve Kay
From Blueprint to Building — Michelson Hall: By the Numbers

- October 23 2014: Groundbreaking of Michelson Hall construction
- > 275 construction workers and tradespeople spent a combined 699,700 hours to build Michelson Hall
- > 50,000 yards of soil exported
- 4.5 million pounds of concrete and rebar poured-in-place floors and walls
- 2,000-plus steel embeds used for a suspended clean room plenum steel and exterior masonry
- November 2017: Inauguration of the USC Michelson Center for Convergent Bioscience
Michelson Timeline

Groundbreaking date: October 23, 2014

2014
Andrea Armani
Carl Kesselman
James Hicks
Jeremy Mason
Niema Pahleven
Peter Kuhn
Remo Rohs
Scott Fraser
Vsevolod Katritch

2017
Agilent Center of Excellence in Biomolecular Characterization
Ellis Meng
Eunji Chung
Richard Roberts
Stacey Finley
Steve Kay
Terry Takahashi
Vadim Cherezov

2017
Center for Peptide and Protein Engineering
Center for Discovery Informatics
Convergent Science Institute in Cancer
The Bridge Institute
Translational Imagining Center

2018

Michelson Hall inaugurated: December 2017

“It’s an interesting quality of science. Once you solve the problem, the solution seems almost obvious.”

Gary Michelson
Below you can find the dates researchers, centers and cores began their association with Michelson.

"We try to be involved in areas where nobody else wants to go. Where it is hard. We try to be innovative in philanthropy and lead with the principles that Dr. Michelson applied to all his devices and discoveries: Be innovative. Don’t be afraid to disrupt things, and be creative."

Alya Michelson
Fundraising & Financials

Data reflect a reporting period from October 1 to December 31, 2022 of grants submitted by/awarded to Michelson faculty.

### Proposals Awarded

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grant proposals awarded as PI</th>
<th># of proposals</th>
<th>Total obligated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Armani</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$300,691.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cristina Zavaleta</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$299,998.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Boedicker</td>
<td></td>
<td>$300,691.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Hicks</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$225,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niema Pahlevan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$60,478.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Kuhn</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$225,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrikanth Narayanan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$49,866.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
<td><strong>$886,167.00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grant proposals awarded as Co-PI</th>
<th># of proposals</th>
<th>Total obligated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$575,557.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Proposals Submitted

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grant proposals submitted as PI</th>
<th># of proposals</th>
<th>Total requested</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carl Kesselman</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$749,925.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Mc Kenna</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3,237,670.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornelius Gati</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$5,876,475.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dani Byrd</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$1,200,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eun Ji Chung</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$1,033,324.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gianluca Lazzi</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$6,973,598.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jayakanth Ravichandran</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$450,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer T reweek</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$100,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate White</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$294,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krishna Nayak</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$1,200,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercedeh Khajavikhan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$750,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moh El-Naggar</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$1,600,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niema Pahlevan</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$243,398.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Kuhn</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$3,853,749.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rehan Kapadia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$265,580.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Fraser</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$192,844.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrikanth Narayanan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$1,200,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacey Finley</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$11,034,993.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steve Kay</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$441,750.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terry Takahashi</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$197,352.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vadim Cherezov</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$89,566.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vsevolod Katritch</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$618,750.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yasser Khan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$618,928.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>30</strong></td>
<td><strong>$38,681,706.00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grant proposals submitted as Co-PI</th>
<th># of proposals</th>
<th>Total requested</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>$4,658,946.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Research Advancement Update**

Ongoing conversations are being held with Amgen around the Cryo E/M instruments and expanding the partnership to include another such instrument to be donated to USC.
Meet Our Faculty

Faculty and research teams are forging new frontiers in biomedical research, leading to life-saving therapies.

**MICHELSON FACULTY**

- **Andrea Armani, Ph.D.**
  USC Viterbi School of Engineering
  Ray Irani Chair in Chemical Engineering and Materials Science and Professor of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science, Biomedical Engineering, Electrical Engineering-Electrophysics, and Chemistry

- **James Boedicker, Ph.D.**
  USC Dornsife College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
  Associate Professor of Physics and Astronomy and Biological Sciences

- **Dani Byrd, Ph.D.**
  USC Dornsife College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
  Professor of Linguistics

- **Vadim Cherezov, Ph.D.**
  USC Dornsife College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
  Professor of Chemistry, Physics & Astronomy

- **Eun Ji Chung, Ph.D.**
  USC Viterbi School of Engineering
  The Dr. Karl Jacob Jr. and Karl Jacob III Early Career Chair and Assistant Professor of Biomedical Engineering, Chemical Engineering and Materials Science, Surgery, and Medicine

- **Moh El-Naggar, Ph.D.**
  USC Dornsife College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
  Dean’s Professor of Physics and Astronomy, and Professor of Physics, Biological Sciences, and Chemistry
Diverse in age, ethnicity and expertise, and drawn from across a broad spectrum of research fields, ranging from computational sciences and applied mathematics to nanoengineering and biology, Michelson faculty create new collaborative interfaces and technological innovation spanning the entire science, engineering and medical enterprise.

Stacey Finley, Ph.D.  
USC Viterbi School of Engineering  
Gordon S. Marshall Early Career Chair and Associate Professor of Biomedical Engineering and Biological Sciences

Valery Fokin, Ph.D.  
USC Dornsife College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences  
Professor of Chemistry

Peter Foster, Ph.D.  
USC Dornsife College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences  
Assistant Professor of Physics and Astronomy

Scott E. Fraser, Ph.D.  
Provost’s Office  
Provost Professor of Biological Sciences, Biomedical Engineering, Physiology and Biophysics, Stem Cell Biology and Regenerative Medicine, Pediatrics, Radiology and Ophthalmology Elizabeth Garrett Chair in Convergent Bioscience; Director of Science Initiatives

Cornelius Gati, Ph.D.  
USC Dornsife College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences  
Assistant Professor of Biology

Justin Haldar, Ph.D.  
USC Viterbi School of Engineering  
Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering and Biomedical Engineering
James Hicks, Ph.D.
USC Dornsife College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Research Professor, Biological Sciences

Khalil Iskarous, Ph.D.
USC Dornsife College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Associate Professor of Linguistics

Rehan Kapadia, Ph.D.
USC Viterbi School of Engineering
Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering

Vsevolod Katritch, Ph.D.
USC Dornsife College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences and Chemistry

Steve Kay, Ph.D., D.Sc.
Keck School of Medicine of USC
Director of Convergent Bioscience and Provost Professor of Neurology, Biomedical Engineering and Biological Sciences

Carl Kesselman, Ph.D.
USC Viterbi School of Engineering
Dean’s Professor of Industrial and Systems Engineering; Director, Center for Discovery Informatics; Information Sciences Institute Fellow

Mercedeh Khajavikhan, Ph.D.
USC Viterbi School of Engineering
Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering

Yasser Khan, Ph.D.
USC Viterbi School of Engineering
Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering

Peter Kuhn, Ph.D.
USC Dornsife College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Dean’s Professor of Biological Sciences; Professor of Medicine, Biomedical Engineering, Aerospace & Mechanical Engineering, and Urology
Gianluca Lazzi, Ph.D.
Keck School of Medicine of USC
Provost Professor of Ophthalmology, Electrical Engineering, Clinical Entrepreneurship and Biomedical Engineering; Fred H. Cole Professorship in Engineering; Director, Institute for Technology and Medical Systems (ITEMS); Director for Bioengineering Mentorship

Ellis Meng, Ph.D.
USC Dornsife College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Dwight C. and Hildagarde E. Baum Chair in Biomedical Engineering

Shrikanth Narayanan, Ph.D.
USC Viterbi School of Engineering
University Professor and Niki & C. L. Max Nikias Chair in Engineering; Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Computer Science, Linguistics, Psychology, Neuroscience, Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, and Pediatrics; Research Director, Information Science Institute; Director, Ming Hsieh Institute

Niema Pahlevan, Ph.D.
USC Viterbi School of Engineering
Assistant Professor of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering

Jeremy Mason, Ph.D.
Keck School of Medicine of USC
Assistant Professor of Research, Department of Urology

Krishna S. Nayak, Ph.D.
USC Viterbi School of Engineering
Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Biomedical Engineering, and Radiology; Director, Dynamic Imaging Science Center; Director, Signal and Image Processing Institute; Director, Magnetic Resonance Engineering Laboratory

Jayakanth Ravichandran, Ph.D.
USC Viterbi School of Engineering
Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science

Charles E. McKenna, Ph.D.
USC Dornsife College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Professor of Chemistry & Pharmacology and Pharmaceutical Sciences

Richard W. Roberts, Ph.D.
USC Dornsife College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Professor and Chair, Mork Family Department of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science and Professor of Chemistry, Chemical Engineering, and Biomedical Engineering
Remo Rohs, Ph.D.
USC Dornsife College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Professor of Biological Sciences, Chemistry, Physics & Astronomy, and Computer Science

Maryam Shanechi, Ph.D.
USC Viterbi School of Engineering
Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering

Terry Takahashi, Ph.D.
USC Dornsife College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences
Assistant Professor (Research) of Chemistry
Institutes & Centers

The goal of a research center is to enable interaction between faculty, scholars, students, and industry, to enhance research opportunities, academic excellence, real-world problem solving, and knowledge creation and dissemination.


The University of Southern California is home to over 200 research centers and institutes, spanning a wide array of disciplines and specialties within and across campus, as well as off-campus locations, and serves as a locus of research for collaborative groups of investigators, driving the frontiers of knowledge forward.

The USC Michelson Center for Convergent Bioscience is hub to five such institutes and centers, providing the infrastructure and staff to support a diverse network of scientists, engineers and scholars from the USC Dornsife College of Letters, Arts and Sciences, USC Viterbi School of Engineering and Keck School of Medicine. The Centers’ rich and interdisciplinary research ecosystem and forward-thinking initiatives aim to solve some of the greatest intractable problems of the 21st century – from cancer, to neurological disease, to cardiovascular disease — propelling medical advancements from the bench to the bedside at an unprecedented pace.

Research centers and institutes at Michelson Hall provide leadership and direction to programs designed to foster fundamental creative discoveries, innovative research strategies, and their applications, expand the knowledge base, and promote the highest level of scientific integrity, and social responsibility in the conduct of science. They leverage the expertise of USC faculty, fostering national and international collaborations and supporting Dr. Gary Michelson’s vision of a “more open, convergent, and information-sharing approach” to research so that “researchers aren’t just working harder – they are working smarter.”

“There’s no choice but to embrace the need for trans-disciplinary teams to tackle complex problems. With the tools and infrastructure here, we’re becoming a destination for training the world about how convergence can be applied to medicine, science and engineering.”

Steve Kay
**Convergent Science Institute in Cancer (CSI-Cancer)**

**Institute Directors:**
Dr. Peter Kuhn, Director, Dean’s Professor of Biological Sciences and Professor of Medicine, Biomedical Engineering, and Aerospace & Mechanical Engineering and Urology
Dr. James Hicks, Deputy Director, Research Professor of Biological Sciences
Dr. Jeremy Mason, Director of Data Science, Assistant Professor of Research, Urology
Dr. Liya Xu, Director of Applied Genomics, Assistant Professor of Research, Ophthalmology, CHLA

USC Michelson Center CSI-Cancer aims to integrate patient, model system, and high-content single cell data to translate clinically observed correlations into a mechanistic understanding of the physical and biological underpinnings of cancer dynamics. The organizing framework of the physical dynamics of cancer at the lab focuses on the spatial distributions and temporal evolution of the disease at the cellular, human, and population scale.

Three complementary research projects, supported by one shared resource core, address the center’s aims of:

- developing a quantitative description of the transition between limited and disseminated cancer;
- demarcating the complexity and alterations over time of a cancer in all its phases;
- describing the temporal evolution of disease in patients with poor prognosis vs favorable prognosis.

Founded by Dr. Peter Kuhn, each project is led by a team of patients, medical doctors, scientists and students focused on improving the outcomes for patients with cancer directly through earlier detection and better treatment management throughout a patient’s lifetime. As such, the center aims to better understand how to evaluate individual patients’ fitness for their next course of cancer treatment, using body sensors and cameras, as well as a cell phone app for patients to report symptoms, to quantify patient fitness and help predict the need for hospitalization or other urgent interventions.

CSI-Cancer has built a large collaborative interdisciplinary network with a number of schools and centers at USC (Viterbi, Dornsife, Keck, the USC Norris Comprehensive Cancer Center, the USC Roski Eye Institute and USC Stevens), as well as with federal, state, private and corporate agencies, institutes, hospitals and research facilities, nationally and internationally, to disseminate its capabilities and to collaborate on evolving physical sciences concepts that could address specific challenges as part of the organizing framework within the institute and the scientific community at large. A comprehensive list of collaborators can be found at the [CSI website](#). Since its creation, CSI-Cancer researchers have published over 150 manuscripts. These papers have been cited over ten thousand times in that time period.
**Accolades**

Dr. Kuhn was among a select group of leaders in the cancer research community to be invited by President Biden and Dr. Biden to participate in a ceremony at the White House announcing the restart of the Cancer Moonshot initiative to decrease cancer death by 50% in the next 25 years. Since the initiative was first introduced in 2016, Dr. Kuhn and his team have participated in the BloodPAC Consortium to enhance collaboration and data sharing between academic and industry partners, a key goal of the Moonshot.

**Educational Outreach**

Educational outreach is an important component of the center’s activities. In partnership with Neighborhood Academic Initiative (NAI), a number of CURE students from the REACH program led a five-session workshop at USC for 110 local high school students. The Cancer Undergraduate Research Experience (CURE) program is the undergraduate program of USC Michelson CSI-Cancer. Each student is assigned a mentor who helps them work on a specific project. CSI ACE is a comprehensive program designed to help students with an earned Associate’s degree complete their academic journey to the Bachelor’s degree on time, providing a range of financial, academic, and personal support, including individualized academic advising and career development support, as well as tuition, textbook, and transportation assistance.
The Bridge Institute

**Center Directors:**

Dr. Scott Fraser, Director, Provost Professor of Biological Sciences and Biomedical Engineering, Elizabeth Garrett Chair of Convergent Biosciences

Dr. Kate White, Associate Director, Gabilan Assistant Professor of Chemistry, Director of the Pancreatic Beta Cell Consortium

Angela (Angie) Walker, Assistant Director, Bridge Institute

Over the past century, the sciences, engineering and medicine have become progressively more specialized, each diverging into an array of sub-disciplines. While this approach has led to significant increases in understanding human health, it has also resulted in silos of expertise that run deep and often remain isolated, hindering progress. The Bridge Institute aims to disrupt conventional thinking — encouraging researchers to think outside of the box — converging knowledge to achieve radical progress in improving the human condition.

Building upon the university’s Michelson Center for Convergent Bioscience Initiative, the Bridge Institute unites eminent professors across the university, including the USC Dornsife College of Letters, Arts and Sciences, the USC Viterbi School of Engineering and the Keck School of Medicine of USC, as well as animators and cinematographers in the USC School of Cinematic Arts and the USC Institute for Creative Technologies, and technology transfer experts in the USC Stevens Center for Innovation. It serves as a launchpad for projects drawing on disparate disciplines of science, engineering, medicine and the arts, leveraging the strengths of individual departments and schools by providing an umbrella that trains fearless researchers, supports convergence and empowers collaboration.

The mission of the Bridge Institute is to explore the interplay of molecules, cells and tissues through inclusive Team-Science and Art-Science frameworks to create new mechanistic insights that impact biomedical research and support science training.

Its values are Teamwork, Imagination, Innovation, Learning, Teaching, and Convergence.

**Accolades**

Institute director Dr. Scott Fraser was one of three award recipients of the Southern California Biomedical Council (SoCalBio) — the trade association for bioscience and digital health professionals across greater Los Angeles — honoring bioscience innovators during the 2022 SoCalBio Award Gala in December. Dr. Fraser was the recipient of the 2022 Outstanding Researcher Award.

**Events**

The Bridge Institute and the USC World Building media Lab hosted a playlist of their current experience *World in a Call*. The 2-day event, held last November at Michelson Hall, highlighted ongoing art-science collaborative efforts, which use
immerse technologies to make complex scientific concepts approachable for diabetes research and education.

The Bridge Institute also sponsors a "C-STEM Lunch and Learn" "What I talk about, when I talk about...” seminar series. Topics covered in October and November included Cryo-Electron Microscopy (with Htet Khant, Senior Scientist, Cryo-Electron Microscopy, Viterbi); Electron Microscopy (with Carolyn Marks, Bio-EM Senior Scientist) and Click Chemistry (with Dr. Valery Fokin, Professor of Chemistry).

**Educational Outreach**

The Bridge UnderGraduate Science (BUGS) Summer Research Program began as a pilot program in 2015 with participation of only four USC faculty members as mentors, nine undergraduate (BUGS) and seven High School (BUGS Jr) students. By the summer of 2022, the BUGS and BUGS Jr Programs had grown to achieve their highest levels of participation to date, with 54 USC faculty mentors (from seven separate schools) in the joint program, along with 46 undergrads and 51 high school students.

Over the course of the past 8 years, the BUGS/Jr Programs have helped shape the educational and professional trajectories of 185 undergraduates and 136 high school students. Many of the undergraduates have reported matriculating on to medical/graduate programs – three of them earning honors as Fulbright Scholars after their participation in the BUGS program. Likewise, many of the high school students have since graduated and moved forward to community college or 4-year university programs, including at least four from the 2022 class that are now studying at USC.
Convergence creates the opportunity to solve the most intractable biomedical problems of our time, and discovery informatics provides the foundation to do it. In convergent bioscience, the ability to generate novel discoveries is now strongly dependent on our ability to find, organize, integrate and analyze increasingly large, complex and dynamic data.

By definition convergent bioscience research is interdisciplinary and data from those disciplines is heterogeneous, with multiple modalities including microscopy, mass spectrometry, flow cytometry, sequencing and other instrumentation. The Center provides the research infrastructure to tie these disparate threads of convergent bioscience research together. Its goal is to transform how knowledge is created, explored and translated into benefits for humankind.

CDI is building a shared research infrastructure, spanning engineering, computer science, social sciences and biomedical research, supporting and driving collaborating scientists to:

- Address the significant and challenging issue of how to better capture, organize and share data as part of the discovery process;
- Understand how intertwining technology, with the daily practice of science, can create opportunities to develop and integrate advanced analysis, data mining, visualization and interaction methods.

Challenges of Big Data Informatics
Recent studies have indicated that just managing and organizing data may consume the majority of a researcher’s time (50-80%) and that scientists infrequently share data unless required to do so. According to Dr. Kesselman, without discovery informatics scientists are inefficient, have low success rates in experimentation, create irreproducible results (only 10% are reproduced effectively), and miss opportunity for collaboration and transformative discovery.

At CDI, discovery informatics plays an integral and critical role to address the challenges associated with data management by providing the fundamental abstractions, methods, tools and infrastructure to enable transformative, data-driven discovery in complex biological systems. CDI’s broad-based, computer science and informatics research program combines elements of data-driven science, grid and cloud computer, user-centered design, information visualization, data integration, web technologies and service-oriented architecture, big-data analysis and analytics, data management and high performance computing to generate new approaches to research and create a unique research platform unique to the USC Michelson Center for Convergent Bioscience.
Translational Imaging Center (TIC)

Center Director:
Dr. Scott Fraser, Director, Director of Science Initiatives, Provost Professor of Biological Sciences and Biomedical Engineering, Elizabeth Garrett Chair of Convergent Biosciences

The Translational Imaging Center (TIC) serves dual, complementary roles as a research center and user facility and is led by Dr. Scott Fraser, who also serves as director of the Michelson Center’s Bridge Institute. The TIC’s mission is to develop new technologies for the imaging of biological structures and functions.

The center provides the research community with a unique mix of cutting-edge commercial multiphoton and confocal laser scanning microscopes, optical coherence tomography and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) microscopy systems, as well as custom-made Light Sheet systems. It is home to a diverse group of scientists, embracing the fields of Biology, Physics, Engineering, Chemistry, and Mathematics, creating a highly interdisciplinary environment, enhanced by scientific collaborations from the USC community and around the world.

Research supported by the TIC varies greatly and entertains questions ranging from embryonic development, to genetics, to neuroscience. In each of the TIC’s research focuses there is a common theme: the use of advanced imaging tools to follow events as they take place inside an intact organism, bridging the gap between basic science research and science-based medicine and allowing it to spearhead key projects, giving rise to important biomedical devices and treatments in areas ranging from eye disease to cancer. Over 40 national and international patents/patent applications are associated to researchers at TIC.

Much of the work in the TIC is focused upon the study of tissue patterning in developing embryos, but recent efforts have moved the research towards models of disease as well. The diseases of primary interest have been Multiple Sclerosis and Alzheimer’s Disease, with an increasing interest in Macular Degeneration and other eye diseases, with close collaborative efforts with USC’s Roski eye Institute.

Awards
The Southern California Biomedical Council (SoCalBio) -- the trade association for bioscience and digital health professionals across Greater Los Angeles -- honored three of the region’s most esteemed bioscience innovators during the 2022 SoCalBio Award Gala in December. The Awards recognize and celebrate the contributions of Los Angeles Region bioscience entrepreneurs, researchers, and educators. The 2022 honorees were TIC director Dr. Fraser, recipient of the Outstanding Researcher Award; Dr. David Baltimore, President Emeritus; Judge Shirley Hufstedler Professor of Biology, Caltech, recipient of the Life-Time Achievement Award; and Dr. Marc Baum, President, Oaks Crest Institute, recipient of the Outstanding Educator Award.
Events
Michelson Hall serves as a venue for TIC’s seminars and educational activities throughout the year, including its Visionary Seminar Series at USC that recently (November 2022) sponsored a talk by Dr. Peter Butler, Professor of Medicine and Director of the Larry Hillblom Islet Research Center at UCLA, titled "Cellular dysfunction in diabetes and dementia, fighting to live another day."
Center for New Technologies in Drug Discovery and Development (CNT3D)

Center Directors:
Dr. Vsevolod “Seva” Katritch, Associate Professor of Quantitative and Computational Biology and Chemistry
Dr. Charles McKenna, Professor of Chemistry and Pharmacology & Pharmaceutical Sciences

The Center for New Technologies in Drug Discovery and Development (CNT3D) was established as a research center at Dornsife College and joined Michelson Hall in 2022. The center is animated by a multidisciplinary group of researchers, who lead the development and application of cutting-edge approaches to address a wide range of targets and therapeutic indications.

The CNT3D is focused on applying breakthrough technologies in synthetic and medicinal chemistry, structural biology, computational chemistry, and machine learning/AI to drug discovery and development (3D). Its goal is to serve the USC biomedical community by facilitating cost-effective and well-curated entry points into drug discovery at the molecular level.

Research
The CNT3D research labs are developing several state-of-the-art platforms synergistically streamlining the drug discovery and development process.

One of the key platforms of the center includes V-SYNTHES, a giga-scale structure-based virtual screening technology for hit and lead discovery developed in Dr. Vsevolod Katritch’s lab (Nature 2021). The technology has been validated on several therapeutic target classes, yielding high-quality lead series ready for further development.

The new V-SYNTHES 2.1, expanded with AI capabilities, is being tested in collaborations with USC labs and nationally, showing promising results for a wide range of clinical targets.

A new approach to expanding on-demand compound screening libraries using click chemistry has been developed by the CNT3D’s Dr. Valery Fokin and has been validated in collaboration with the Katritch lab. Click chemistry is a class of chemical synthesis that uses simple, atom-economy reactions to join two molecular entities of choice. The research has yielded highly potent hits from the screening of 140 million compounds, which can be synthesized in-house.

Structure-based drug discovery, for example, by V-SYNTHES, is enabled by high-resolution structural information being generated by CNT3D researchers in the state-of-the-art facilities at Michelson Hall, in collaborative efforts with the Structural Biology Center @Bridge, which specializes in soluble proteins.

Other examples of ongoing research by CNT3D-associated faculty include: Dr. Vadim Cherezov, who has solved structures of >60 key therapeutic targets using advanced crystallography; the lab of Dr. Cornelius Gati, pushing the limits of cryo-EM technology in the new USC Dornsife Cryo-EM facility, and Dr Kate White’s “molecule to
cell” mission that aims to optimize experimental methods for 3-dimensional visualization of single cells. The White lab works to characterize the cellular ultrastructure and develop integrative whole-cell modeling infrastructure to harmonize structural and mathematical representations of the cell across the scales of biology.

Novel prodrug technology is being developed in the McKenna lab (Gribble 2023, Antiviral Research featured article, 2022), and targets selective inhibition of DNA and RNA replication, yielding highly effective oral compounds against viral infections. The technology is widely adaptable to create more effective antivirals, including the CoV-2 virus. In addition, promising new compounds are being developed to combat cancer, fungus infections and bone diseases.

CNT3D will enable cost-effective identification of highly diverse, potent, bioavailable, target-selective, and drug-like ligands and lead series for any desired target, inviting USC researchers and the national and international research community to take advantage of its lead discovery pipeline to follow-up with preclinical and clinical development.

Events
The center will host a Drug Discovery Innovation Workshop, as a collaborative effort between CNT3D, USC’s MESH academy and the Bridge Institute, with support from a pilot phase I grant from Dornsife College, to be held in Michelson Hall in February. The workshop will showcase novel advanced computational and experimental technologies for drug discovery being developed by research labs at USC and explore how these technologies can be most efficiently employed in drug discovery and development, bringing together the drug discovery community at USC and the greater LA area. The workshop will be comprised of a number of talks on specific 3D technologies and overall 3D efforts at USC as well as showcase a discussion panel on ways to bring together the USC 3D communities, with representatives from Dornsife College, as well as the Viterbi School of Engineering, the Mann School of Pharmacy and the Keck School of Medicine.

Accolades
A documentary created by German film-maker Ralph Loop explored novel hearing loss drug delivery research and featured CNT3D’s Dr. McKenna; it was broadcast on ARTE (BBC of the EU) in French and German versions.
Core Facilities

Shared cores at Michelson Hall advance biomedical research by providing outstanding resources — including facilities, equipment, tools, databases, and services — that enable investigators to perform cutting-edge research.

Core Impact

Shared resource facilities, or cores, are central hubs of discovery, providing outstanding resources to the research community — equipment, tools, databases, repositories and expert services — enabling investigators to perform cutting-edge research. USC is home to over 60 core facilities (located on multiple campuses — University Park Campus, the Health Science Campus, Marina del Rey and other off-campus locations as well as Children’s Hospital, Los Angeles), five of which are located at Michelson Hall.

Michelson Center cores offer a broad range of technical expertise, specialized consultation services and state-of-the-art instrumentation to researchers, including robotics, imaging, biomolecular characterization, development of new peptides and antibody-like proteins, among many others. They facilitate close collaboration between researchers from different fields at USC, as well as nationally and internationally.

Core facilities provide fee-for-service to researchers. They consolidate resources, increasing access to instrumentation and services that could otherwise be prohibitively expensive, and provide equitable access to niche and emerging areas of research.

In 2022, core facilities at Michelson Hall invoiced over $830,000 in charges to USC users, not including income derived from charges made to non-USC researchers in industry and academia. Over $2M in charges have been invoiced since 2017 by two core facilities alone housed at Michelson Hall since its opening five years ago — the John O’Brien Nanofabrication Laboratory and the USC Center of Excellence in Nano Imaging.

Driving innovation: academia-private sector partnerships: Partnerships between academia and industry can drive innovation and have benefits for both parties. By enabling substantive and meaningful partnerships between academia and the private sector, Michelson Center core facilities build capacity for instrument development in academic settings and create new products with wide scientific and commercial use. Such mutually beneficial relationships produce ground-breaking research, drive innovation to solve complex problems and, importantly, propel economic growth.

Located at Michelson Hall since the core’s opening in 2018, the Agilent Center of Excellence in Biomolecular Characterization is an example of such a collaboration and serves as the cornerstone of a larger partnership between USC and Agilent to accelerate fundamental discoveries in life sciences research. Michelson Center’s Dynamic Imaging Science Center core facility is another example of academia/industry partnership between USC’s Viterbi School of Engineering and Siemens “healthineers.”

Educational outreach: Michelson Hall cores provide strong support to USC’s educational mission, providing high-quality educational opportunities for both graduate and undergraduate students. Educational outreach programs enable cross-disciplinary research-intensive learning environments, integrate research and research
training, and empower the next generation of scientists. Student access to cutting-edge facilities creates a more skilled workforce, increasing the talent pool and strengthening the pipeline from research student to employee. Core facilities at the Michelson Center maintain close interaction with USC graduate students, such as lab tours of the Dynamic Imaging Center to Master’s students from USC’s Speech and Language Pathology program. Educational activities made available to local high school students are also an important component of core facility educational outreach, enabling cross-disciplinary research-intensive learning environments.

**USC Support of Core Facilities**

The USC Research Initiatives & Infrastructure (RII) office has recently launched a $2.15M Instrumentation Award program, providing financial assistance for the acquisition of major state-of-the-art equipment to core facilities, thereby improving access to, and increased use of modern research and research training instrumentation by a diverse workforce of scientists, engineers, and graduate and undergraduate students. The award program fosters the development of the next generation of instrumentation, resulting in new instruments that are more widely used, and/or open up new areas of research and research training.

The RII award program also facilitates the acquisition of new instrumentation by encouraging and supporting the submission of instrumentation grant proposals to federal agencies, such as the National Institutes of Health S10 program and the National Science Foundation Major Research Instrumentation (MRI) program, as well as to other federal and state agencies and private foundations. Dr. Jayakanth Ravichandran, Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science and co-director of the Center for Excellence in Nano Imaging facility was a recent awardee of the program, receiving $650,000 to be used towards the purchase of a Kratos AXIS Supra+: XPS surface analysis instrument.
Agilent Center of Excellence in Biomolecular Characterization

Located at Michelson since 2018.
Visit the core on Youtube.

Core Directors:
Dr. Valery Fokin, Professor of Chemistry
Dr. Richard Roberts, Professor of Chemistry

The Agilent Center of Excellence in Biomolecular Characterization was established as a partnership between USC and Agilent technologies with the goal to converge researchers across science and engineering to work together on multidisciplinary approaches for the development of new drugs, diagnostics, and medical devices. The center features first-in-class research instruments ranging from advanced mass spectrometry, chromatography, robotic high-throughput reaction screening, genomics, and optical characterization.

The Agilent COE also supports the Agilent Fellows program. One Agilent Fellow is selected each year for a non-renewable two-year postdoctoral fellowship. The core will soon be announcing the selection of the 5th Agilent fellow to be hired in early 2023; the review of postdoc applications is currently underway. Drs. Alessandro Coradini and Matthew Sarnowski were selected for the 2022 Agilent Fellows Program. Dr. Coradini recently received a provisional patent for a technology that allows chromosome synthesis and replacement in eukaryotic cells (CReATiNG). His research “Design and synthesis of a minimal yeast chromosome” applies technology he developed to minimize a eukaryotic chromosome, aiming to map in unprecedented detail all essential genetic elements on a single eukaryotic chromosome and enable the de novo synthesis of the first minimal eukaryotic chromosome. Determination of the universal minimal set of genes needed to sustain life is expected to contribute to our understanding of life, with applications in medicine and synthetic biology.

The Agilent COE also hosted several visits and seminars at the Michelson Center in 2022, including the Los Angeles Metropolitan Mass Spectrometry (LAMMS) Discussion Meeting (Mass Spectrometry Bio Applications, October 2022). This discussion and networking meeting was organized in collaboration with Agilent and with the support of MOBiLion Systems. Speakers included Dr. Iain Campuzano, Senior Principal Scientist at Amgen, speaking on "Mass Spectrometry in Biopharma: From Small Molecules to Multi-Specific Antibodies and Beyond” and Professor Joseph Loo, Professor, Department of Biological Chemistry, David Geffen School of Medicine, and Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), speaking on "Mass Spectrometry Au Naturel: A Tool for Structural Biology.”
John O’Brien Nanofabrication Laboratory

Core Directors:
Dr. Rehan Kapadia, Director, Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Dr. Shiva Bhaskaran, Associate Director, Nanofabrication Laboratory

The vision behind the design of the John O’Brien Nanofabrication Laboratory is to move beyond conventional silicon processing. The breadth of instrumentation enables the core to support diverse research activities, from fundamental quantum transport studies to nano/bioconvergent research. Enabling interdisciplinary research with next generation nanomaterials is a strong focus of the facility. This emphasis is unique among nanofabrication facilities and enables researchers to translate novel materials into transformational devices for a wide range of applications.

The core has seen extensive growth over the years, from 1.2 staff to a staff of five, with two additional hires in progress to support the growth of the user base. With over 150 +users, 40+ active research projects, and 35+ processing and characterization tools, the core’s instrumentation and areas of research include: photonics, quantum, superconducting, bio devices, materials, sensors, MEMS, III V compound semiconductor, memristor, neuromorphic and hybrid computing, heterogenous integration, carbon nanotubes, neural interface, and battery technology.

Dr. Andrea Armani served as director of the core since its move to Michelson Hall in 2021 (and previously as the director of the USC Nanofab facilities, located in Viterbi, since 2017). As of January 2023, Dr. Rehan Kapadia will serve as the new core director. Dr. Kapadia’s research interests lie at the intersection of material science and electrical engineering. Specifically, the next-generation electronic and photonic devices, as well as the material growth techniques necessary to fabricate these devices. Notably, he has developed new techniques for growing and integrating compound semiconductors with arbitrary substrates.
Dynamic Imaging Science Center

Located at Michelson since 2021. Opened for operations in 2022.

**DISC Management and Oversight Board:**
Dr. Dani Byrd, Professor of Linguistics
Dr. Justin Haldar, Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering
Dr. Khalil Iskarous, Associate Professor of Linguistics
Dr. Shrikanth Narayanan, Professor and Niki and Max Nikias Chair in Engineering
Dr. Krishna Nayak, Professor, Viterbi ECE Systems

The mission of the Dynamic Imaging Science Center (DISC) is to better understand the science of human movement in health and disease through the development and use of non-invasive imaging. The center is supported by the National Science Foundation, the Viterbi School of Engineering, and Siemens “healthineers.” It is home to an ultra-rare low field MRI machine, one of only three of its kind in the world, which is being used in research at Viterbi to develop “forever implants” to better understand when implants are failing, and to help manufacturers optimize new devices and doctors avoid unnecessary surgeries.

The facility is administered by a Management and Oversight Board, charged to review the activities of the Center and to consider and comment on plans for future activities. As well, a Technical Advisory Committee, comprised of USC faculty and a representative from Siemens, serves in an advisory capacity related to strategic planning and policy for technical operations.

The core facility hosted a number of events in 2022, including educational outreach activities, providing tours to groups from local high schools, helping to educate the next generation of scientists on the use of imaging in health and disease-related research. Educational outreach of the core also includes close interaction with Master’s students from USC’s Speech and Language Pathology program.

Current research at DISC is in the areas of [Cardiac Perfusion](#), [Fetal Imaging](#), [Lung](#), [Metallic Implants](#), and [Vocal Production of Language](#).
Center of Excellence in Nano Imaging
Located at Michelson since 2021.

Core Directors:
Dr. Jayakanth Ravichandran, Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science
Dr. James Boedicker, Associate Professor of Physics and Astronomy and Biological Sciences

The Center of Excellence in Nano Imaging (CNI) provides state-of-the-art imaging and characterization capabilities to the university and research communities. Its mission is to promote and advance the science and application of research tools for imaging, visualization, and analysis of nano- through meso-scale features and structures, both man-made and natural, including biological structures.

Dr. Ravichandran was awarded a $650,000 grant last December from USC’s Research Initiatives and Infrastructure office for his proposal “Chemical analysis from atomic to bulk length scales.” The award funded the purchase of a Kratos AXIS Supra+ : XPS surface analysis instrument, expanding the services and state-of-the-art instrumentation available to core facility users. The Viterbi School of Engineering and Dornsife College also provided funds towards the purchase of the equipment, to be housed at CNI.

Additional new equipment at the core includes: a MicroED system for the Krios cryoTEM, funded by Amgen, and a Thermo Fisher Talos F200C room temperature TEM with a Gatan K3 direct electron camera, donated by Amgen. As well, installation is in progress of a Thermo Fisher Spectra 200 Scanning transmission electron microscope with 4D STEM, EELS, Dual EDS detectors and STEM Tomography software.

Core services include new user training, scientific support and collaboration, as well services to industry and other external entities, in microscopy, X-Ray and sample preparation. The facility continues to grow is capabilities to keep USC at the forefront of research areas spanning physical to biological sciences.
Center for Peptide and Protein Engineering

Located at Michelson since 2018.

Core Directors:
Dr. Richard Roberts, Professor of Chemistry, Chemical Engineering and Materials Science and Biomedical Engineering.
Dr. Terry Takahashi, Assistant Research Professor of Chemistry

Peptides and proteins are the cornerstones of existing technology in biological recognition, diagnostics and human therapies. The CPPE is advancing the field of protein and peptide engineering, similar to the gains seen when the assembly line was introduced, by providing high-throughput generation of new reagents that recognize proteins and biological molecules.

Specialized services made available by the CPPE include a la carte and comprehensive peptide synthesis and purification. End-to-end production of peptides includes assistance in peptide design, Fmoc-based solid-phase peptide synthesis, peptide purification, conformation of peptide identity by mass spectrometry, and assessment of purity by reverse-phase HPLC. Peptide synthesis is performed on a Biotage Syro I Multi-Peptide Synthesizer (supported by a grant from the USC Core Instrumentation Fund) at 50 μmol scale up to 20 amino acids. Peptide purification is performed via Biotage reverse-phase flash chromatography and/or reverse-phase HPLC chromatography using Agilent HPLC and LCMS equipment.

The facility also provides a la carte and comprehensive protein expression and purification services. End-to-end production of proteins includes analysis of protein expression options, assistance in protein/construct design, subcloning, transformation of plasmids into E. Coli expression strains, expression of the protein, cell lysis, protein purification, and SDS-PAGE analysis. Protein purification options include Immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC; typically Ni-NTA/His Tag), ion exchange (both anion and cation), and size exclusion chromatography and are performed using a GE Äkta system.

The CPPE core provides USC researchers with new tools for biology, engineering, and biomedicine, placing the Michelson Center for Convergent Bioscience at the forefront of these new opportunities.
The need for more sophisticated lab equipment is rising even as research grants are shrinking... Centralized laboratories offer an alternative for researchers with a predilection for the latest technology.

Scientific & Social Impact

Current scientific challenges cut across the traditional boundaries of disciplines and the lifecycle of innovation — from research, to knowledge development, to its clinical application. Public understanding and engagement with science, and citizen participation — including through the popularization of science — are essential to equip citizens to make informed personal and professional choices. The scientific and social impact of the groundbreaking research being conducted at the Michelson Center is presented here — research that addresses societal needs and global health challenges.

Michelson Center

New to Michelson

We welcome new "Michelson Faculty" member Dr. Peter Foster, who joined USC in January 2023 as Assistant Professor of Physics and Astronomy. His research, in collaboration with Michelson’s Bridge Institute, focuses on the interface between active matter physics and cell biology, with a focus on the cellular cytoskeleton. Dr. Foster holds a Bachelor of Science in Physics and Mathematics from the University of Iowa and a Ph.D. in Applied Physics from Harvard University.

Serving as the new director of the John O’Brien Nanofabrication Laboratory will be Dr. Rehan Kapadia. He received his Bachelor’s degree in Electrical Engineering from the University of Texas at Austin, and his Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering from the University of California, Berkeley. During his time at Berkeley, he was a National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellow, and also won the David J. Sakrison Memorial Prize for outstanding research. Dr. Kapadia has also won an AFOSR Young Investigator Award (2016), an ONR Young Investigator Award (2021), and the AVS Peter Mark Memorial Award (2020). His research interests lie at the intersection of material science and electrical engineering, specifically, the next-generation electronic and photonic devices, as well as the material growth techniques necessary to fabricate these devices. Notably, he has developed new techniques for growing and integrating compound semiconductors with arbitrary substrates.
Events

Celebrating of the 5-year anniversary of the Michelson Center for Convergent Bioscience, Dr. Gary Michelson toured Michelson Hall last November. He was accompanied by Geoffrey Baum, Executive Director of the Michelson Philanthropies & Michelson Center for Public Policy and Meyer Luskin, Chairman and CEO Scope Industries, and met with Dr. Ishwar K. Puri, USC Senior Vice President of Research & Innovation, and with Drs. Scott Fraser, Moh El-Naggar, Kate White, Krishna Nayak, Jayakanth Ravichandran and other Michelson Faculty to discuss ongoing and future research at the Center.

In the News

Recent research led by Dr. Vsevolod Katritch, in collaboration with scientists from Washington University in St. Louis and Stanford University, demonstrated that by chemically linking fentanyl to the sodium pockets that exist within nerve cell receptors, they could block the drug’s harmful side effects and still reduce pain. While further studies are needed, the research, featured in a number of news outlets and published last November in the journal Nature, gives hope to address the current crisis of addiction and overdose deaths in the US, with over 68,000 opioid-related deaths in 2020 alone, according to the Centers for Disease Control.

Faculty

Andrea Armani

Events

Invited 2022 Keynote Speaker at the Kentucky Academy of Science (KAS) on Traveling Through Disciplines. Dr. Armani spoke of her academic career and the critical decision points which have led her to her current research, focused on the development of new diagnostic systems, synthesizing new materials and building new optical devices in order to better understand disease progression.

James Boedicker

Training the Next Generation

Provided mentoring to Ria Mandal, who presented her research project "Array Expansion and Contraction with CRISPR" as one of 51 members of the BUGS Jr Class at the 2022 BUGS Finale Symposium. Students presented on a broad range of topics, including biomedical imaging to natural products, genetic engineering of fungi, traumatic brain injury, neuropsychiatric complications from COVID-19, among many others.

Dani Byrd

Events

Hosted Dr. Christina Hagedorn, City University of New York, at the Fall 2022 Otolaryngology and Hearing & Communication Neuroscience Seminar Series.

Led a PhonLunch: CV & Website workshop; PhonLunches are weekly gathering of individuals interested in the phonetic and phonological areas of Linguistics. The research-related focus of the meetings changes from week to week and also include topics dedicated to professional development.

Eun Ji Chung

Events

Was an invited speaker at University of Connecticut, Biomedical Engineering Department Seminar Series,
presented *Emerging Therapeutic Approaches in AKI: New Targets and How to Reach Them* at the American Society of Nephrology’s [ASN Kidney Week](https://www.asn.org/education/kidney-week/) event.

Spoke at [University of Massachusetts, Amherst](https://www.umass.edu/), Department of Biomedical Engineering Seminar Series, presented *MicroRNA Delivery for Cardiovascular Disease*.

Spoke at [Tufts University](https://www.tufts.edu/), Department of Biomedical Engineering Seminar Series, presented *Biologically Inspired Nanoparticles for Chronic and Genetic Diseases*.

### Stacey Finley

**Honors & Awards**

Presented with the [Cancer Warrior Award](https://www.colorado.edu/cancer/) from the University of Colorado Comprehensive Cancer Center in recognition of “outstanding contribution and achievement in cancer research and devotion to training future cancer warriors.”

**Events**

Invited speaker at the University of Colorado, Comprehensive Cancer Center, Aurora, CO, the Vanderbilt University, Graduate Program in Cancer Biology and the City College of the City University of New York, Department of Chemical Engineering seminar seminar to present “*Computational modeling of the tumor ecosystem.*”

Organized the Conference Committee for *Systems Approaches to Cancer Biology* 2022 meeting, Woods Hole, MA on October 19-22, 2022. The ACSB is an organization that organically evolved from the Integrative Cancer Biology Program, an NIH National Cancer Institute-led initiative to promote systems biology approaches to cancer research.

### In the News

Interviewed in [Science & Technology News](https://www.sciencetchnologynews.com/) on the potential impact of the media to raise awareness on career opportunities in STEM among Black youth who might not otherwise consider a career in science — *"Will Black Panther: Wakanda Forever help make science more diverse?"*  

### Training the Next Generation

Authored the *“Data Science”* book, as a part of the [JEP-sponsored program bringing free books to LAUSD students](https://www.creativeteachingsolutions.com/). To further empower and inspire, hundreds of the full book series were given to students in local schools near USC. Books were written in both English and Spanish allowing students to engage in the stories without a language barrier. Room to Read also created a series of videos to bring the books and scientists to life. Authors made lesson plans to accompany the books. The lessons help teachers bring the concepts from the books into the classroom.

### Valery Fokin

**Events**

Led a Click Chemistry training seminar *"What I Talk About When I Talk About”* on proper use of vocabulary on a variety of research topics.

### Scott Fraser

**Honors & Awards**

Awarded the 2022 [Outstanding Researcher Award](https://www.socalbio.com/) from [The Southern California Biomedical Council (SoCalBio)](https://www.socalbio.com/).

**Events**

Presented at the UCLA David Geffen School of Medicine [Cardiovascular Seminar Eavesdropping on the Cellular and Molecular Interactions that Build Embryos](https://www.ucla.edu/).
Khalil Iskarous

Events
Spoke at the Ludwig-Maximilians Universitat Institute of Phonetics and Speech Processing Methods and Approaches of Modern Phonetic Research on *Phonological Invariance through Phonetic Variation: The Dynamics of American English Intonation*.

Vsevolod Katritch

Honors & Awards
Awarded R01GM147537 (Katritch, PI) from NIGMS for "Efficient synthon-based modular screening of Giga-to-Terra-scale virtual libraries". The project will continue the development of next-generation virtual screening technologies and apply them to the discovery of novel leads and drug candidates for a variety of clinically relevant targets.

In the News
Reported in Pain News Networks — *Can Fentanyl Be Made Safer?* New collaborative work suggests that the drug can be redesigned in such a way that this frequent overdose killer is converted to a much more benign but still effective analgesic. Also reported in Drugs of Abuse Update: *A Safer Opioid and 3 New Biomarkers*.

Steve Kay

Honors & Awards
Designated a 2022 Clarivate Highly Cited Researcher, one of 10 USC faculty recognized by Clarivate for the demonstrated significant and broad influence of the research as reflected in their publication of multiple highly cited papers over the last decade.

Events
Presented "Targeting Circadian Clock Proteins in Cancer" at the University of Texas McGovern Medical School, Institute of Molecular Medicine 2022 seminar.

Co-chaired a retreat series, sponsored by the Keck School of Medicine and the Viterbi School of Engineering, to foster new and enhanced research collaborations between the two schools. Retreats aim to "leverage respective expertise, capabilities, and resources to enable the discovery and implementation of new solutions for unmet medical needs” with a “cross-disciplinary emphasis that integrates early discovery/experimental approaches, translational and applied research, data, enabling technologies, and cores.”

In the News
Reported, a breakthrough in the treatment of *Glioblastoma* — a new class of small molecule drugs, known as SHP656, that can target the circadian clock proteins and may prove effective for treating the recurrence and spread of the disease.

Carl Kesselman

Honors & Awards
Named Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers’ 2023 IEEE Fellow, a distinction reserved for select IEEE members whose extraordinary accomplishments in any of the IEEE fields of interest are deemed fitting for this prestigious grade elevation. Kesselman was recognized for "foundational contributions to technologies and applications of global distributed computing.” His research focuses on the application of advanced distributed computing and collaboration techniques to Grand Challenge problems in health informatics, biomedical science and policy. The rank of IEEE Fellow is the highest grade of membership at the organization, and less than 0.1% of voting members are selected annually for the IEEE member grade elevation.
Awarded distinguished *IEEE Technical Field Award* for contributions to the design, deployment, and application of practical Internet-scale global computing platforms.

**Yasser Khan**

**Training the Next Generation**

Hosted 80 students and teachers from BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, and People of Color) middle and high school students in the Los Angeles area, providing activities focused on human-centered sensing and signal processing. Events held and developed in collaboration with USC Viterbi’s K-12 STEM Center and the IEEE Signal Processing Society, provide activities, materials, and programs designed to prepare K-12 students for careers in STEM and educate them about the intersection of engineering and medicine.

**Peter Kuhn**

**Honors & Awards**

Awarded, together with Dr. James Hicks, a grant from the Breast Cancer Research Foundation for the project *Fluid Biopsy in Breast Cancer Patients to Characterize Cell Free and Cellular Constituents*, presented at the Breast Cancer Research Foundation Symposium & Awards Luncheon.

**Events**

Nominated to be a faculty participant and speaker at the inaugural *Future Vision Forum*, which aims to foster ideas and programs that accelerate the rate of innovation and discovery that improve the lives of people with eye disease and visual disability.

Hosted scholars, special advisors on military health, members of the Convergence and Advisory Board councils and invited speakers at the *1st Annual Workshop: Convergent Science in Precision Oncology* CSI-Cancer Center event, funded by a Department of Defense grant, Developing a Convergent Science Virtual Cancer Center.

Presented on “*Augmented Intelligence and Augmented Learning to Improve Patient Outcomes*” at the *Cancer Research UK Lung Cancer Conference*.

**In the News**

Featured in *Diagnostics World*, *Multianalyte Liquid Biopsy Detects Early-Stage Breast Cancer*, research by Dr. Kuhn and collaborators on the use of a high-definition liquid biopsy platform to stratify normal donors from those with early- or late-stage breast cancer.

**Gianluca Lazzi**

**Events**

Spoke at *The 2022 International Symposium on Antennas and Propagation (ISAP)*, Sydney, Australia.

**In the News**

Featured in IEEE’s Antennas & Propagation Magazine, President’s Message, “*Looking Back at a Successful Year, IEEE Antenna and Propagation Society*.”

**Charles McKenna**

**In the News**

Featured in *Drug discovery*, research by the McKenna lab to repair inner ear cells that are damaged from aging and prolonged exposure to noise.

Featured in *Dentistry breakthrough*, collaborative work with UCLA’s Dr. Ichiro Nishimura and Dr. Varghese John, resulting in the co-invention of a topical formulation capable of delivering drugs to the jawbone through the gingival layer.

**Ellis Meng**

**Honors & Awards**

Awarded a *$11.7 Million grant from the National Institutes of Health* to create the Center for Autonomic Nerve Recording and Stimulation Systems (CARSS). CARSS will be
part of the Human Open Research Neural Engineering Technologies (HORNET) initiative within the Stimulating Peripheral Activity to Relieve Conditions (SPARC) program. The center will be co-led by investigators Victor Pikov from Medipace and Raja Hitti from MedAlly and aims to develop cutting-edge devices and modular open-source implantable device systems to monitor and stimulate autonomic nerves inside the body.

**Shrikanth Narayanan**

**Honors & Awards**

Received a research award from the USC + Amazon Center on Secure and Trusted Machine Learning for the project “Federated learning for human-centered experience and perception modeling with bio-behavioral data.” The awards support fundamental research and development of new approaches to machine learning (ML) privacy, security, and trustworthiness.

**Events**

Presented “Leveraging Open Data and Task Augmentation to Automated Behavioral Coding of Psychotherapy Conversations in Low-Resource Scenarios” at EMNLP 2022, one of the world’s top natural language processing conferences.

Spoke at IEEE Education Society presenting Pathways to Academia: Industry vs. Academia - Finding the Right Fit.

**In the News**

Participated in the 2022 Emmys primetime presentation of the Governor’s Award, with the Geena Davis Institute on Gender in Media, showcasing their work in developing media intelligence technologies in support of diversity and inclusion.

**Remo Rohs**

**Honors & Awards**

Elected American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) Fellow in recognition of his contributions to science and technology.

Presented at Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel on October 24, 2022.

**Events**

Spoke at the Weizmann Institute of Science Workshop, Rehovot, Israel, on “Protein-DNA Interactions: From Biophysics to Cell Biology.”

Presented at the Max Planck Institute of Molecular Genetics, Berlin, Germany on October 27, 2022.

**Maryam Shanechi**

**Events**

Facilitated at The Fifth Annual Bioelectronic Medicine Summit Decoding of Neural Signals and the use of data science and machine learning in neural systems as applied to bioelectronic medicine. The session focused on efforts to understand how the computations performed by neurons relate to perception, movement, memory and other complex behaviors, and the decoding algorithms developed to translate sensory and motor neural signals into volition, perception, mental and disease states.

Presented at Stanford University’s Wu Tsai Neurosciences Institute on Dynamical Modeling, Decoding, and Control of Multiscale Brain Networks: from Motor to Mood.

**In the News**

Received the One Mind 2022 Rising Star Award for her unique engineering approach to mental health. One Mind is a leading mental health non-profit that seeks to improve lives through science and advocacy. Shanechi was one of only three awardees
selected nationwide and whose research aims to develop AI algorithms that enable personalized therapy.

Kate White

Events
Organized and managed the Pancreatic Beta Cell Consortium Quarterly meeting in November. Key participants in the Consortium from the USC Michelson Center include Drs. Carl Kesselman, Stacey Finley, Ray Stevens, Vadim Cherezov, Valery Fokin, Helen Berman, and Scott Fraser. The Consortium focuses on developing new approaches for multi-scale imaging of pancreatic beta cells and harnessing newly developed modeling strategies to integrate multi-scale data.

Presented a lecture at the Cell Bio 2022 Meeting (ASCB/EMBO Meeting) in Washington DC.

Cristina Zavaleta

Events
Invited to the White House Initiative Summit to promote higher education among Hispanic students and the importance of advancing educational equity.

Invited to speak at Cal State L.A. Minority Opportunities in Research (MORE) program about her research and academic journey. The program makes available to the American scientific research enterprise the creativity and intellectual talents of minority group members.

Participated in Department of State’s International Visitor Leadership Program, hosting global Women Leaders in STEM, providing a tour of her lab and the opportunity to showcase her ongoing research.

Training the Next Generation
Presented her research to REACH students from underserved high schools in the greater Los Angeles community.
Academic centers offer a sense of community and promote continued learning. They provide researchers “a place to go to find people with common purpose. The virtual part [of the center] makes the linkage, but the spirit of the possibility, of the potential creates vitality and energy.”

Manuscripts & Publications

It is through publication of journal articles and books that research is disseminated to the scientific community and the public at large, helping to advance new knowledge and facilitate its application. Listed below are highlights of Michelson faculty publications.

**Vadim Cherezov**  

**Eun Ji Chung**  

*There are Beneficial Effects of Bempedoic Acid Treatment in Polycystic Kidney Disease Cells and Mice.* Frontiers in Molecular Biosciences. bioRxiv pre-print: October 8, 2022. https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2022.08.09.503392v2

**Stacey Finley**  


**Rehan Kapadia**  

**Vsevolod Katritch**  


**Carl Kesselman**  
Mercedeh Khajavikhan


Shrikanth Narayanan


Peter Kuhn


Krishna Nayak


Jeremy Mason


Charles McKenna


Remo Rohs


Cristina Zavaleta

Opioid receptors, members of the class A family of G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs), are key molecular targets in pain management. The challenge remains to engage specific subtypes of opioid receptor and to trigger a specific functional response that can produce in vivo analgesia without side effects such as tolerance, respiratory depression and addiction. Some approaches to mitigate these adverse reactions include the development of biased μOR agonists, peripherally restricted agonists, ligands targeting μOR splice variants, opioids with mixed actions at other subtypes and compounds that bind to μOR only in acidic environments. Most of these past approaches have targeted the orthosteric site, although positive allosteric modulators have recently been reported at μORs. Here we aimed to target a distinct Na⁺-binding allosteric site, which is highly conserved in a vast majority of family A GPCRs and is detected crystallographically in high-resolution inactive state structures and biochemically in at least diverse family A GPCRs.

Allosteric modulation of Gi and Go GPCR subtypes by sodium was first observed in the 1970s at the μOR. The presence of physiological NaCl concentrations was found to shift the receptor towards the inactive state, thus reducing agonist binding. As recent structural studies reveal, the pocket undergoes marked conformational changes upon receptor activation and is critical for the modulation of signalling in family A GPCRs. It has also been shown that the Na⁺-binding site residues serve as major ‘efficacy switches’ that can bias the GPCR signalling to either Gi protein or β-arrestin-2 pathways. The polar cavity with the Na⁺ site has also been characterized by molecular dynamics in inactive μOR, whereas the high-resolution structure of μOR bound to the agonist Bu72 (Protein Data Bank (PDB): 5C1M) revealed activation-related conformational changes in the cavity that prevent sodium binding but retain several water molecules.

Moreover, this structure revealed a water-filled polar channel linking the orthosteric pocket with the Na⁺ site, raising the possibility of developing ligands that interact directly with the Na⁺ site. The high conservation and key functional role of this allosteric pocket suggest that it is suitable as a target for allosteric modulators and bitopic ligands with unique properties for some family A GPCRs, including the μOR. To address this hypothesis, we used a structure-based approach and
designed a series of bitopic ligands on the fentanyl scaffold. These bitopic ligands target both the orthosteric pocket of the μOR and extend into the polar channel towards the Na⁺ site. The binding pose of two fentanyl bitopic ligands was confirmed by structure determination using cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM). Functional characterization of these ligands revealed that the extension of a positively charged guanidine group into the Na⁺ site resulted in a near complete loss of arrestin recruitment, and, surprisingly, substantial changes in the relative potency and efficacy for the six Gi, Go and Gz subtypes. Finally, the lead bitopic ligand, C6 guano, showed antinociception with reduced side effects compared with classical μOR agonists such as morphine or the lethal agonist fentanyl. Owing to the high conservation of the Na⁺-binding pocket, similar bitopic ligand designs may be suitable for effective control of functional selectivity in other class A GPCRs.

Bitopic μOR ligands based on the fentanyl scaffold
Fentanyl is a synthetic μOR-selective agonist that is 100-fold more potent as an analgesic than morphine. Unlike morphine, fentanyl also is highly efficacious for inducing arrestin translocation and is a full agonist for Gi-mediated signalling, whereas morphine is a partial agonist. Fentanyl also acts rapidly and is commonly used to manage postoperative and severe cancer-related pain, and is known to bind specifically to the orthosteric site of μOR—but in the USA, its use has led to around 60,000 deaths due to overdose.

Here we predicted the binding poses of fentanyl on the basis of the crystal structure of the active state μOR with the N-terminus truncated at residue M65, and computationally designed and synthesized a small library of fentanyl derivatives designed to extend through the polar channel below the orthosteric pocket to the Na⁺-binding pocket. Although alternative models for fentanyl binding have been suggested, the docking model used here has been validated by cryo-EM with the fentanyl analogue lofentanil, as well as by cryo-EM analogue complexes with the designed bitopic ligand reported here. The models predicted the distance between the amide nitrogen of fentanyl and the carboxy group of the D1142.50 residue of the allostERIC Na⁺-binding site to be approximately 13 Å (superscripts indicate Ballesteros–Weinstein numbering for GPCRs). In order to engage the allostERIC Na⁺-binding site, we replaced the classical fentanyl benzene ring with an aliphatic chain linker (Cn, where n = 3, 5, 6, 7, 9 or 11) connected to a positively charged ‘warhead’, an amine or guanidine (guano) group. The bitopic compound with a C7 linker (C7 guano) was predicted to be optimal for the formation of a direct salt bridge between the amino warhead and D1142.50 carboxylic acid, and the C6 linker (C6 guano) was predicted to be optimal for the interaction for the guanidine warhead. The synthesizes of amino and guano bitopic ligands on the fentanyl scaffold are presented in Supplementary Fig. 1.

Full article can be found in the addendum.
### Highlighted Publications

#### Defining A Liquid Biopsy Profile of Circulating Tumor Cells and Oncosomes in Metastatic Colorectal Cancer for Clinical Utility

Peter Kuhn, *Cancers* — October 6, 2022

Metastatic colorectal cancer (mCRC) is characterized by its extensive disease heterogeneity, suggesting that individualized analysis could be vital to improving patient outcomes. As a minimally invasive approach, the liquid biopsy has the potential to longitudinally monitor heterogeneous analytes. Current platforms primarily utilize enrichment-based approaches for epithelial-derived circulating tumor cells (CTC), but this subtype is infrequent in the peripheral blood (PB) of mCRC patients, leading to the liquid biopsy’s relative disuse in this cancer type.

In this study, we evaluated 18 PB samples from 10 mCRC patients using the unbiased high-definition single-cell assay (HDSCA). We first employed a rare-event (Landscape) immunofluorescence (IF) protocol, which captured a heterogenous CTC and oncosome population, the likes of which was not observed across 50 normal donor (ND) samples. Subsequent analysis was conducted using a colorectal-targeted IF protocol to assess the frequency of CDX2-expressing CTCs and oncosomes. A multi-assay clustering analysis isolated morphologically distinct subtypes across the two IF stains, demonstrating the value of applying an unbiased single-cell approach to multiple assays in tandem. Rare-event enumerations at a single timepoint and the variation of these events over time correlated with progression-free survival. This study supports the clinical utility of an unbiased approach to interrogating the liquid biopsy in mCRC, representing the heterogeneity within the CTC classification and warranting the further molecular characterization of the rare-event analytes with clinical promise.

#### Physicochemical models of protein–DNA binding with standard and modified base pairs

Remo Rohs, *PNAS* — January 19, 2023

DNA-binding proteins play important roles in various cellular processes, but the mechanisms by which proteins recognize genomic target sites remain incompletely understood. Functional groups at the edges of the base pairs (bp) exposed in the DNA grooves represent physicochemical signatures. As these signatures enable proteins to form specific contacts between protein residues and bp, their study can provide mechanistic insights into protein–DNA binding. Existing experimental methods, such as X-ray crystallography, can reveal such mechanisms based on physicochemical interactions between proteins and their DNA target sites. However, the low throughput of structural
biology methods limits mechanistic insights for selection of many genomic sites. High-throughput binding assays enable prediction of potential target sites by determining relative binding affinities of a protein to massive numbers of DNA sequences. Many currently available computational methods are based on the sequence of standard Watson–Crick bp. They assume that the contribution of overall binding affinity is independent for each base pair, or alternatively include dinucleotides or short k-mers. These methods cannot directly expand to physicochemical contacts, and they are not suitable to apply to DNA modifications or non-Watson–Crick bp. These variations include DNA methylation, and synthetic or mismatched bp. The proposed method, DeepRec, can predict relative binding affinities as function of physicochemical signatures and the effect of DNA methylation or other chemical modifications on binding. Sequence-based modeling methods are in comparison a coarse-grain description and cannot achieve such insights. Our chemistry-based modeling framework provides a path towards understanding genome function at a mechanistic level.
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Mu-opioid receptor (µOR) agonists such as fentanyl have long been used for pain management, but are considered a major public health concern owing to their adverse side effects, including lethal overdose\(^1\). Here, in an effort to design safer therapeutic agents, we report an approach targeting a conserved sodium ion-binding site\(^2,19\) found in µOR\(^2\) and many other class A G-protein-coupled receptors with bitopic fentanyl derivatives that are functionalized via a linker with a positively charged guanidine group. Cryo-electron microscopy structures of the most potent bitopic ligands in complex with µOR\(^2\) highlight the key interactions between the guanidine of the ligands and the key Asp\(^{2.50}\) residue in the Na\(^+\) site. Two bitopics (C5 and C6 guano) maintain nanomolar potency and high efficacy at G\(\alpha\) subtypes and show strongly reduced arrestin recruitment—one (C6 guano) also shows the lowest G\(\alpha\) efficacy among the panel of µOR agonists, including partial and biased morphinan and fentanyl analogues. In mice, C6 guano displayed µOR-dependent antinociception with attenuated adverse effects, supporting the µOR sodium ion-binding site as a potential target for the design of safer analgesics. In general, our study suggests that bitopic ligands that engage the sodium ion-binding pocket in class A G-protein-coupled receptors can be designed to control their efficacy and functional selectivity profiles for G\(\alpha\), G\(\beta\), and G\(\gamma\) subtypes and arrestins, thus modulating their in vivo pharmacology.

Opioid receptors, members of the class A family of G-protein-coupled receptors\(^*\) (GPCRs), are key molecular targets in pain management. The challenge remains to engage specific subtypes of opioid receptor and to trigger a specific functional response that can produce in vivo analgesia without side effects such as tolerance, respiratory depression and addiction\(^1\). Some approaches to mitigate these adverse reactions\(^*\) include the development of biased µOR agonists\(^*\), peripheral restricted agonists\(^2,18\), ligands targeting µOR splice variants\(^13\), opioids with mixed actions at other subtypes\(^10,14,15\) and compounds that bind to µOR only in acidic environments\(^6\). Most of these past approaches have targeted the orthosteric site, although positive allosteric modulators have recently been reported at µOR\(^2\). Here we aimed to target a distinct Na\(^+\)-binding allosteric site, which is highly conserved in a vast majority of family A GPCRs\(^2\) and is detected crystallographically in high-resolution inactive state structures\(^2,18\) and biochemically in at least 26 diverse family A GPCRs.

Allosteric modulation of G\(\alpha\) and G\(\beta\), GPCR subtypes by sodium was first observed in the 1970s at the µOR\(^5\). The presence of physiological NaCl concentrations was found to shift the receptor towards the inactive state, thus reducing agonist binding\(^2,19\). As recent structural studies reveal, the pocket undergoes marked conformational changes upon receptor activation and is critical for the modulation of signaling in family A GPCRs\(^2,14\). It has also been shown that the Na\(^+\)-binding site resides as a major ‘efficacy switch’\(^16\) that can bias the GPCR signalling to either G\(\alpha\) protein or β-arrestin-2 pathways. The polar cavity with the Na\(^+\) site has also been characterized by molecular dynamics in inactive µOR\(^2,13\), whereas the high-resolution structure of µOR bound to the agonist Bu72 (Protein Data Bank (PDB): 5C1M) revealed activation-related conformational changes in the cavity that prevent sodium binding but retain several water molecules\(^2\) (Fig. 1a).

Moreover, this structure revealed a water-filled polar channel linking the orthosteric pocket with the Na\(^+\) site, raising the possibility of...
developing ligands that interact directly with the Na⁺ site. The high conservation and key functional role of this allosteric pocket suggest that it is suitable as a target for allosteric modulators and bitopic ligands with unique properties for some family A GPCRs, including the µOR. To address this hypothesis, we used a structure-based approach and designed a series of bitopic ligands on the fentanyl scaffold. These bitopic ligands target both the orthosteric pocket of the µOR and extend into the polar channel towards the Na⁺ site. The binding pose of two fentanyl bitopic ligands was confirmed by structure determination using cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM). Functional characterization of these ligands revealed that the extension of a positively charged guanidine group into the Na⁺ site resulted in a near complete loss of arrestin recruitment, and, surprisingly, substantial changes in the relative potency and efficacy for the six Gi, Go subtypes. Finally, the lead bitopic ligand, C6 guano, showed reduced affinity towards µOR, suggesting that the amino warhead predicted to line the sodium binding pocket (D1142.50, Ballesteros–Weinstein numbering for GPCRs30). In order to engage the allosteric Na⁺-binding site, we replaced the classical fentanyl benzene ring with an aliphatic chain linker (C₇ guano) (Fig. 1c). The bitopic compound with a C₇ linker (C₇ guano) was predicted to be optimal for the formation of a direct salt bridge between the amino warhead and D1142.50 carboxylic acid, and the C₆ linker (C₆ guano) was predicted to be optimal for the interaction for the guanidine warhead. The syntheses of amino and guano bitopic ligands32 on the fentanyl scaffold are presented in Supplementary Fig. 1.

**Bitopic µOR ligands based on the fentanyl scaffold**

Fentanyl is a synthetic µOR-selective agonist that is 100-fold more potent as an anaglogue than morphine31,32. Unlike morphine, fentanyl also is highly efficacious for inducing arrestin translocation and is a full agonist for Gα-mediated signalling, whereas morphine is a partial agonist. Fentanyl also acts rapidly and is commonly used to manage pain, commonly used to manage pain. Functional assessment of fentanyl-based scaffold

We first evaluated the binding affinities of fentanyl bitopic ligands on µOR using a competitive radioligand assay with labelled [³⁵S]iodobenzoyl-6β-naltrexamide33 ([³⁵S]IBNtxA) (Fig. 1e and Extended Data Table 1). The binding data clearly indicate a difference between guanido- and amino-fentanyl bitopic ligands. The amino-fentanyl compounds showed reduced affinity towards µOR, suggesting that the amino warhead does not allow efficient interaction with the polar and negatively charged residues predicted to line the sodium binding pocket (D1142.50, N1503.35, N2385.45, S3292.39 and S1541.39). Furthermore, the extension of the aliphatic linker did not seem to substantially affect the binding of

![Image](https://example.com/figen.png)

**Fig. 1 | Targeting the Na⁺ site with fentanyl-based bitopic ligands and characterization of lead compounds in binding, G-protein and arrestin signalling assays.**

(a) Structure of Bu72 bound to µOR, showing the orthosteric site and the unoccupied Na⁺ site. The µOR structure is shown in green ribbon as well as transparent grey surface. (b) Docking of fentanyl in µOR, showing the orthosteric site and the unoccupied Na⁺ site. (c) Chemical structures of fentanyl and designed bitopic ligands. (d) Chemical structures of the lead fentanyl guano bitopic ligands. (e) Binding affinities at the µOR. Lead bitopic ligands (guano fentanyl) were characterized in binding assays in CHO cells expressing µOR using [¹²⁵I]IBNtxA as radioligand. C₅ guano and C₆ guano had similar affinity to fentanyl. Data are mean ± s.e.m. (n = 3 experiments each done in triplicate). f.g. cAMP inhibition (f) and Tango assay for β-arrestin-2 recruitment on µOR (g) with the bitopic ligands. The guano bitopic derivatives show high G-protein agonism with poor recruitment of β-arrestin-2, C₅ guano was the most active relative to DAMGO. Data are mean ± s.e.m. (n = 3 experiments each done in duplicate). Extended Data Table 1 shows values for all panels and data for all bitopic ligands.
such molecules, with (inhibition constant) $K_i$ values of 281 and 369 nM for C9 amino and C7 amino ligands, respectively.

By contrast, all guanidino derivatives displayed moderate to high affinity towards µOR with $K_i$ values ranging from 590 nM for the C11 guano derivative to 4.6 nM for C5 guano and 4.1 nM for C6 guano, which represents a slight improvement over fentanyl binding ($K_i = 9$ nM).

The guanidine moiety appears to provide a better fit and additional hydrogen bond donors and/or acceptors, potentially enhancing interaction in the polar cavity of µOR, with $K_i$ values differing by up to 1,000-fold compared with their amino counterparts. Structure–activity relationship analysis showed that whereas the optimal affinity was obtained with C5 guano and C6 guano, C3 guano was too short to reach the Na⁺ binding site and showed reduced binding affinity ($K_i = 77$ nM).

Further extension of the bitopic linker beyond C6 had a negative effect on the affinity. C7 guano showed increased $K_i$ values, probably owing to steric clash because of inadequate space in the polar pocket for the extended linker.

To assess the functional properties of the bitopic ligands on µOR, we used the Tango assay for β-arrestin-2 recruitment and cAMP assays for Gi pathway, with half-maximal effective concentration (EC$_{50}$) values ranging from 590 nM for the C9 amino and C7 amino ligands, respectively.

Among guanidino bitopic ligands, the highest affinity C5 guano ligand was tested drug concentrations of 10 µM for the majority of analogues. For example, C5 guano in Tango assays had EC$_{50} = 4,710$ nM and $E_{max} = 54\%$, whereas for DAMGO, EC$_{50} = 723$ nM and $E_{max} = 100\%$, and for fentanyl, EC$_{50} = 66$ nM and $E_{max} = 119\%$. For C6 and C7 derivatives in Tango assays, $E_{max}$ was less than 20% relative to DAMGO, and in the cAMP assay, $E_{max}$ was 109% and 107% relative to DAMGO, respectively. Thus, the designed extensions of the fentanyl scaffold into the polar pocket below the orthosteric site markedly reduced the β-arrestin 2 recruitment capacity of fentanyl, which is considered one of the strongest β-arrestin-2 recruiting opiates.

### Structural validation of bitopic ligand design

Given the pharmacological data showing that C5 guano and C6 guano are the most potent bitopic ligands with respect to cAMP inhibition with reduced β-arrestin 2 activity, we used cryo-EM to determine the structures of the µOR–G$_i$ complex bound to C5 guano and C6 guano at 3.2 Å and 3.3 Å global resolution, respectively (Fig. 2, Extended Data Figs. 2 and 3 and Extended Data Table 2). The bitopic ligand-bound µOR structures reveal the expected binding pose of the ligands, with their fentanyl scaffolds overlapping with the fentanyl model in the orthosteric pocket and the guanidine extension protruding towards the sodium site (Fig. 2c,e,g). The conformation of the bitopic ligand-bound receptor is very similar to the high-resolution structure of BU72 bound active µOR (PDB: SC1M) with all-atom root-mean-squared deviation (r.m.s.d.) being 0.957 Å for C5 guano and 1.189 Å for C6 guano, for residues lining the orthosteric pocket (Extended Data Fig. 4). Unlike C5 guano and C6 guano, BU72 does not extend into the polar pocket and the all-atom r.m.s.d. of the residues predicted to form the Na⁺ binding pocket and polar channel is 0.884 Å for C5 guano and 1.056 Å for C6 guano (Extended Data Fig. 4b,d).

In both structures, we observe direct interaction between the orthosteric residue D147 (3.3 Å) and the piperidine ring nitrogen atom, which is consistent with the docked fentanyl model (Fig. 2c,g). This confirms that C5 and C6 guano bitopic ligands maintain the same specific interaction to the orthosteric pocket as fentanyl.

The structure also reveals that the shorter C5 linker affords only limited interaction (distance 4.0 Å) between the basic guanidine warhead of C5 guano and the major anchor of the Na⁺ binding site, the acidic D147 side chain (Fig. 2c). Nevertheless, it is possible that an interaction between the warhead and the aspartate is dynamically mediated by water molecules that are not resolved in the 3.2 Å resolution cryo-EM map. The lack of direct contact with D147 can be compensated by a strong hydrogen-bonded local interaction of the guanidine warhead with S329, which is another key residue of the Na⁺ binding site (Fig. 2c). The structure of C6 guano-bound µOR has subtle localized differences compared with C5 guano-bound µOR. In the C6 guano-bound structure, the distance between DIH4 and
The guanidine warhead was 3 Å, enabling the formation of a direct salt bridge. Besides interacting with the polar residues of the Na+ binding site, the positive charge of the guanidine warhead might also form weak cation–π interactions with the aromatic residues located at the polar channel32 (Fig. 2d, h), further stabilizing the binding pose of guano bitopic ligands with appropriate aliphatic linker sizes.

**Molecular dynamics of the µOR complexes**

The results presented above demonstrate that the unique binding interactions observed for C5 guano and C6 guano bitopic ligands with µOR (Fig. 2) lead to signalling profiles that are very distinct from their orthosteric templates. To obtain further conformational insights into the ligand–receptor interactions, we analysed the dynamics of the direct and water-mediated interactions of C5 guano and C6 guano and other derivatives in the active state µOR. We performed 10 independent molecular dynamics runs of approximately 1-µs duration for each complex in a lipid bilayer membrane (Extended Data Fig. 3). The initial structure for the C5 guano molecular dynamics simulation was derived from the corresponding cryo-EM structure, whereas the initial C6 guano complex was obtained by docking of the ligand into the structure of µOR defined by the C5 guano complex. The molecular dynamics trajectories were used to calculate (1) the distance between the ligand piperidine nitrogen atom and carboxylate oxygens of DI47–52, (2) the distance between guano nitrogen atoms of the ligand and carboxylate oxygens of D114–147, and (3) the number of waters bridging the guanidine group and carboxylate oxygens of DI4–52 (Extended Data Fig. Sf,g). The conformations of the fentanyl core in the orthosteric pocket were stable for all ligands, with more than 96% of molecular dynamics frames maintaining either direct salt bridge (more than 85% of frames, defined as an N–O distance of less than 3.5 Å) or water-mediated interactions between piperidine nitrogen and carboxylate oxygens of DI47–52. The interactions between guanidine and DI4–52 were also maintained in at least 90% of the frames, however, with different ratios of direct salt bridges and water-mediated interactions. For C5 guano, 33% of the trajectory frames had 1 or 2 water molecules bridging guanidine group and DI4–52, whereas 57% of the frames showed direct salt-bridge interactions between C5 guano and DI4–52, with a relatively rapid exchange between these interaction modes. For C6 guano, this direct salt-bridge bonding to DI4–52 increased to 71% of all frames, with an additional 23% of indirect interactions, in line with a more optimal distance match predicted for the C6 linker. Our observation of a vast majority (more than 90%) of the molecular dynamics conformations maintaining either a water-mediated or a direct interaction between C5 guano and DI4–52 of the Na+ binding pocket of µOR suggests the importance of these interactions for the ligand affinity and functional properties.

**Intrinsic efficacy compared with classical agonists**

We next pharmacologically assessed our guano bitopic ligands using bioluminescence resonance energy transfer (BRET) based assays for measuring arrestin recruitment and G-protein heterotrimer dissociation (TRUPATH), including at both arrestin isoforms (β-arrestin-1 and β-arrestin-2) and at all Gα subtypes (Gabcd, Gacd, Gabd, Gabc, and Gbc). Through which µOR signals29,30. Specifically, we compared their signalling profiles with those of several other µOR ligands, including chemically and functionally diverse endogenous and exogenous agonists (Fig. 3, Extended Data Fig. 6 and Extended Data Tables 3 and 4). For brevity,
we focus here on our two most potent compounds, C5 guano and C6 guano. In comparison with selected other ligands with pharmacological reference to the synthetic peptide agonist DAMGO. Previous efforts to develop opioid drugs with reduced side effects have been based on the hypothesis that β-arrestin 2 mediates deleterious responses such as respiratory depression. The β-arrestin 2 recruitment profile of bitopic ligands was similar to the Tango assay. C5 guano ($E_{\text{max}}$ = 38%) and C6 guano ($E_{\text{max}}$ = 22%) showed progressively reduced β-arrestin 2 efficacy compared with fentanyl ($E_{\text{max}}$ = 97%) but similar to morphine ($E_{\text{max}}$ = 27%) (Fig. 3a). The G-protein biased compounds, such as P2M21, 7-OH and TRV130, weakly recruited β-arrestin 2 ($E_{\text{max}}$ = 24%, no response and 26%, respectively). Of note, these G-protein biased compounds, for which we observed no or reduced β-arrestin 2 recruitment over the tested concentration range, have shown adverse effects (including respiratory depression) in certain preclinical animal models and in human clinical trials, suggesting that low or even no β-arrestin 2-independent signalling is insufficient for at least certain unwanted physiological responses.

We also examined β-arrestin 1 recruitment. C5 guano showed 32% efficacy in β-arrestin 1 recruitment assays — compared with 92% for fentanyl and 27% for morphine — whereas other bitopic ligands such as C6 guano showed no measurable β-arrestin 1 efficacy (Fig. 3b). It has been proposed recently that low intrinsic G-protein efficacy, rather than abolished β-arrestin 2 activity, more favourably results in reduced side effects. This suggestion was made on the basis of BRET-based measurements of heterotrimeric G-protein dissociation, which displays lower amplification and sensitivity to receptor reserve than conventional functional assays, and thus more accurately reflects measurements of ligand intrinsic efficacy. As µOR signals through all G$_{\text{a}}$, G$_{\text{o}}$ and G$_{\text{z}}$ family members, and this previous study only investigated one G$_{\text{a}}$ subtype, we sought to more thoroughly characterize the concept with both existing and our novel ligands using the TRUPATH platform. The ligands differed in the efficacy and order of potency for specific G$_{\text{a}}$, G$_{\text{o}}$ and G$_{\text{z}}$ subtypes, as well as in the range of potencies from the most to least sensitive G-protein isofoms (dashed lines in Fig. 3c–i indicate the range of potencies; Extended Data Fig. 6, Extended Data Tables 3 and 4 and Supplementary Fig. 2). For DAMGO, the potency order is G$_{\text{a}}$ > G$_{\text{o}}$ > G$_{\text{z}}$ > G$_{\text{z}}$ > G$_{\text{z}}$ with the EC$_{50}$ ranging from 2.1 nM for G$_{\text{a}}$ to 12.4 nM for G$_{\text{o}}$. Fentanyl had a similar potency order (G$_{\text{a}}$ > G$_{\text{o}}$ > G$_{\text{z}}$ > G$_{\text{z}}$ > G$_{\text{z}}$) whereas the EC$_{50}$ range was greater, 0.9 nM for G$_{\text{a}}$ to 19 nM for G$_{\text{o}}$. Morphine had a lower efficacy than DAMGO at all G$_{\text{a}}$, G$_{\text{o}}$ and G$_{\text{z}}$ subtypes, with the lowest efficacy at G$_{\text{z}}$ (79%). The distribution of EC$_{50}$ values for morphine was similar to that for DAMGO (G$_{\text{a}}$ > G$_{\text{o}}$ > G$_{\text{z}}$ > G$_{\text{z}}$ > G$_{\text{z}}$), ranging from 2.4 nM for G$_{\text{a}}$ to 11 nM for G$_{\text{o}}$.

Similarly diverse profiles were observed with most exogenous opioids, whereas endogenous opioids were full or nearly full agonists at all transducers tested (an exception being Dyne-17 at the arrestins). For C5 guano and C6 guano, we observed similarly unique signalling profiles, including between these compounds, despite their chemically similar scaffolds. For example, C5 guano displayed a wide range of potencies (lowest and highest EC$_{50}$: C5 guano, 350 nM and G$_{\text{z}}$, 8.8 nM) but a narrow range of efficacies (lowest and highest E$_{\text{max}}$: C5 guano, 80% and G$_{\text{z}}$, 92%), whereas C6 guano displayed a narrow range of potencies (lowest and highest EC$_{50}$: C6 guano, 133 nM and G$_{\text{z}}$, 25 nM) but a wide range of efficacies (lowest and highest E$_{\text{max}}$: C6 guano, 50% and G$_{\text{z}}$, 79%), with overall lower efficacy. Of note, we observed that C6 guano displayed a lower efficacy at G$_{\text{o}}$, both relative to other G$_{\text{a}}$ proteins and in terms of efficacy relative to that of all other agonists (Fig. 3f). Notably, this includes the partial agonists buprenorphine and pentazocine (E$_{\text{max}}$: G$_{\text{a}}$, 78% and 103%) as well as biased agonists such as 7-OH TRV130 and P2M21 (E$_{\text{max}}$: G$_{\text{a}}$, 73%, 98% and 98% respectively).

In summary, C6 guano shows marginal decreases in G-protein potency and lower intrinsic efficacy relative to classical µOR agonists such as DAMGO, fentanyl, morphine and oxycodone, and had the lowest efficacy for G$_{\text{z}}$. C6 guano showed diminished arrestin recruitment relative to DAMGO, other opioid peptides, fentanyl and oxycodone, but similar arrestin recruitment to morphine.

**Selectivity across species and other GPCRs**

Although there is high species homology between human µOR and mouse µOR, given that the lead bitopic ligand was to be profiled in mice, we screened C5 guano and C6 guano and several other µOR agonists for binding and G$_{\text{z}}$ and β-arrestin 2 activity (Supplementary Table 1). The binding affinity for C6 guano at both human and mouse µOR was similar — that is, 1.2 and 1.08 nM, respectively (Supplementary Table 1a). Differences in G$_{\text{a}}$ potency and efficacy across drugs across species were marginal. The EC$_{50}$ of C6 guano at G$_{\text{z}}$ was 132 nM for human µOR and 39 nM for mouse µOR, and the E$_{\text{max}}$ was 71% and 79%, respectively. Crucially, C6 guano retains partial agonism and poor β-arrestin 2 recruitment at mouse µOR (Supplementary Table 1b).

C5 guano and C6 guano were counter-screened across around 45 targets using competitive radioligand binding assays through the Psychopharmacological Drug Screening Program at the National Institute of Mental Health. In this assay platform, the affinity at µOR was 6.1 and 2.7 nM for C5 guano and C6 guano, respectively, and there was very little off-target binding (Supplementary Table 1c). The highest off-target affinities were found at the µ-opioid receptor (6.6 and 2.5 nM for C5 and C6 guano bitopic ligands, respectively) and at the δ-opioid receptor (50 nM and 312 nM, respectively), showing around 100-fold selectivity for C6 guano. The nearest non-opioid target for C5 guano was the histamine H1 receptor, over which it exhibited 45-fold selectivity; C6 guano exhibited more 400-fold selectivity over H$_1$ and the α$_1$ adrenergic receptor. When screened in BRET-based G$_{\text{a}}$ signalling assays at xOR and 80R, both C5 and C6 guano showed reasonable selectivity for µOR (Extended Data Table 1 and Supplementary Figs. 2 and 3a–c).

**In vivo pharmacology of C6 guano**

Given the distinct differences in Ga-subtype signalling displayed by C6 guano compared with the other agonists, we further examined the pharmacology of this analogue in vivo using mouse models. The antinociceptive effect of C6 guano was evaluated in vivo in mice using a standard 55 °C warm tail-withdrawal assay, with the compound administered supraspinally (intracerebroventricular (ICV)), since it showed no systemic activity when administered intraperitoneally, probably because the two positive charges result in suboptimal blood-brain barrier penetration. The median antinociceptive dose (ED$_{50}$) by ICV (and 95% confidence interval) for C6 guano was 18.77 nmol (5.49–55.54 nmol) (Fig. 4a), slightly higher than the ED$_{50}$ of morphine, 6.6 nmol (4.4–8.43 nmol) (Supplementary Fig. 4a).

A ceiling effect of antinociception was observed with C6 guano with increasing dosage from 30 to 300 nmol. C6 guano antinociception was found to be significantly attenuated in µOR-knockout mice (Fig. 4b). Before further analysis, we tested its stability in brain homogenates and carried out brain exposure studies. C6 guano showed high metabolic stability (Supplementary Fig. 4b). When assessed in pharmacokinetics assays at a 100 nmol ICV dose, C6 guano showed decent exposure at all tested time points. At the peak antinociceptive time point of 20 min, C6 guano showed 450 fold higher brain exposure than the ligand’s agonistic potency at mouse µOR (Supplementary Fig. 4c). These results suggest that C6 guano is stable and has desirable µOR occupancy for in vivo activity. C6 guano was further characterized in detail for potential adverse effects. Locomotor effects were evaluated using the Comprehensive Lab Animal Monitoring System (CLAMS) assay. Ambulations induced by 300 nmol C6 guano did not differ significantly from vehicle, in contrast to morphine, which showed hyperlocomotion at 100 and 300 nmol doses (5× and 15× of the ED$_{50}$, respectively) (Fig. 4c). We also measured breath rates in the same CLAMS assay at 100 and 300 nmol doses. Treatment with C6...
C6 guano resulted in an increase, whereas morphine caused a decrease in breath rates with a 100 nmol ICV dose (Fig. 4d). Increased breath rates were also observed in µOR-knockout mice, suggesting they were an off-target effect, independent of µOR. The mechanism underlying this increased breath rate remains unknown. An ideal µOR ligand would not have effects on respiration. However, in parallel testing to distinguish our ligand from a biased µOR agonist, we tested the respiratory effects of 7-hydroxymitragynine (7-OH). This ligand has a µOR-dependent antinociceptive actions and retains hyperalgesia as well as conditioned place preference (CPP) in mice. Morphine showed respiratory depression similar to that caused by morphine (30 mg kg⁻¹ by subcutaneous injection; 15 s after intracranial administration (ICV) of C6 guano resulted in CPP and treatment with the κOR agonist U50,488H in an operant model of antinociception using CCI–CPP. A schematic representation of the CCI–CPP model protocol is presented in the Supplementary Methods. Points represent the difference in time spent on the drug-paired side. Data are mean ± s.e.m. U50,488H treatment in this model did not result in CPP or CPA, whereas C6 guano treatment resulted in CPP. Minimum, median and maximum values: U50,488H pre-CPP: −771 s, −52 s, 699 s; U50,488H post-CPP: −1,170 s, −67 s, 1,295 s; C6 guano pre-CPP: −767 s, 101 s, 438 s; C6 guano post-CPP: −666 s, 388 s, 1,397 s. Dose- and time-dependent antiallodynic activity of C6 guano in a CCI model of neuropathic pain. Mechanical allodynia produced by sciatic nerve ligation was reduced between 20 and 100 min after treatment with 30 nmol or 100 nmol C6 guano but not by 10 nmol C6 guano or vehicle. Data are mean ± s.e.m. An ED50 with 95% confidence interval was calculated for C6 guano. Antinociception by 100 nmol ICV C6 guano was attenuated in µOR-knockout (KO) mice compared with wild-type (C57BL/6J) or vehicle-treated (veh) mice. Data are MPE ± s.e.m. An ED50 (with 95% confidence interval) of 18.77 nmol (5.49–55.54 nmol) was calculated for C6 guano.
For validation of antinociceptive effects beyond a thermal model, we tested C6 guano in models of operant pain, neuropathic pain (the chronic constriction injury (CCI) model), visceral pain (acetic acid writhing) and inflammatory pain (the formalin assay). In an operant pain model that subjected mice exposed to CCI to place conditioning in the CPP assay, 100 nmol ICV U50,488H did not result in CPP or CPA, consistent with previous reports with systemic U50,488H. By contrast, place conditioning with 100 nmol ICV C6 guano resulted in CPP, suggesting that it can blunt the aversive emotions associated with neuropathic pain (Fig. 4f). Extending this finding, treatment with C6 guano dose-dependently ameliorated mechanical allodynia displayed by mice exposed to CCI, with near-maximal efficacy and a longer time course against this model of neuropathic pain than observed with the thermal pain assays (Fig. 4g). Moreover, mice given 100 nmol ICV C6 guano demonstrated antinociception equivalent to that of 30 nmol ICV morphine in the writhing assay (Fig. 4h) and in the formalin assay (Fig. 4i).

Overall, our in vivo tests suggest that C6 guano produced antinociception against diverse pain types but did not show typical µOR-mediated adverse effects.

Discussion

Functional selectivity has been proposed as a path to more precise pharmacology, to enable the separation of therapeutic efficacy from side effects in various receptor families, including opioid, angiotensin, adrenergic, dopamine, serotonin and other receptors. Here we used bitopic extensions of the fentanyl scaffold to design functionally selective ligands for µOR, a typical family A GPCR. Our results demonstrate that guanidine extension of the ligand (C5 guano and C6 guano) can engage the conserved D318 side chain of the sodium site, either directly via a salt bridge or indirectly via water. Binding of the guanidine moiety in the sodium pocket can markedly reduce or even abolish β-arrestin-1 and β-arrestin-2 recruitment compared with the parent ligand fentanyl, while maintaining G-protein partial agonism in less amplified BRET-based assays with limited receptor reserve. We also observed a distinct Gα, Gβ, and Gγ activity profile of C6 guano, which engages the D318 residue directly, compared with C5 guano, which engages the D318 site more indirectly via water. Notably, there was a selective decrease in efficacy in Gβγ with attenuated adverse opioid effects. Exceptional conservation of the analgesia produced by heroin, suggesting all subtypes contribute to analgesia. Thus, the physiological roles of Gα-subtypes are incompletely understood and compounds with distinct Gα, Gβ, and Gγ signalling profiles may enable us to assess the roles of specific subtypes in the therapeutic and adverse effects of µOR agonists. To this end, C6 guano could be a valuable tool and provide a platform to probe the pharmacology of Gα, coupled to µOR. When evaluated in animal models, C6 guano exhibited supraspinal analgesia mediated by µOR in a range of rodent pain models while showing attenuated abuse potential and aversion. It is possible that reduced Gβγ efficacy and/or lower efficacy at all Gα-subtypes and/or other opioid targets is responsible for this distinct in vivo profile of C6 guano. Unexpectedly, C6 guano caused an increase in respiration rate via an unknown mechanism independent of µOR activation.

In summary, we have demonstrated that functional selectivity of the fentanyl scaffold can be controlled by bitopic extension of the ligand into the µOR sodium pocket. This is consistent with reports in which the highly conserved allosteric pocket has a central role in the functional mechanism of family A GPCRs. Previously, major changes in receptor basal activity and efficacy and µOR-selectivity switches can bias GPCR signalling towards either Gα or β-arrestin-2 pathways were observed for point mutations in the Na+-binding pocket for a variety of family A receptors. Our study reveals that such functional modulation can be achieved with bitopic ligands specifically designed to interact with the sodium pocket. This design was validated by cryo-EM structural studies and detailed analysis of the distinct signalling profiles at µOR of the bitopic ligands. Moreover, our bitopic ligands were able to modulate functional selectivity both between Gα and β-arrestin-2, as well as between G-protein subtypes, resulting in a new class of antinociceptive agents with attenuated adverse opioid effects. Exceptional conservation of the sodium pocket across GPCR structures suggests that such bitopic ligands could be designed for many other family A GPCRs. Although the functional effects would differ between different receptors, the rational design of such bitopic ligands could provide highly versatile pharmacological probes for exploring the multidimensional signalling landscape of GPCRs.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Docking of a fentanyl based bitopic targeting the Na⁺ binding site. Molecular docking of a fentanyl based bitopic ligand shows that the functional head group can target the Na⁺ pocket.
Extended Data Fig. 2 | Cryo-EM data processing workflows. Representative micrographs, 2D classes, 3D classes and data processing procedures for (A) C5-guano and (B) C6-guano bound μOR–G1−scFv16 complex.
Extended Data Fig. 3 | Global and local resolutions for cryo-EM maps. (A) Gold-standard FSC curves for C5-guano and C6-guano bound µOR–Gi structures. Overall resolution is 3.2 Å for C5-guano bound µOR–Gi–scFv6 and 3.3 Å for C6-guano bound µOR–Gi using the gold Standard FSC = 0.143 criterion. (B) Local resolution map of C5-guano and C6-guano bound µOR–Gi structures. (C) Data collection, refinement, and model statistic of two structures. Extended Data Table 2. Cryo-EM data collection, refinement and validation statistics.
Extended Data Fig. 4 | Comparison of bitopic structures to BU72 structure.

A, C, Side chains of μOR orthosteric pocket residues are shown for the C5-guano (A) and C6-guano (C) bound μOR–Gi complex (green) in comparison with the BU72 bound μOR (PDB code 5C1M; pink). The orthosteric pocket residues of μOR in complex with bitopic ligands and BU72 show nearly identical conformations.

B, D, Side chains of μOR site-2 and Na⁺ site residues are shown for the C5 guano (B) and C6 guano (D) bound μOR–Gi complex (green) in comparison with the BU72 bound μOR (PDB code 5C1M; pink). The site-2 and Na⁺ site residues of μOR in complex with bitopic ligands and BU72 show nearly identical conformations.
Extended Data Fig. 5 | See next page for caption.
Extended Data Fig. 5 | Analysis of dynamics of direct and water mediated interactions of bitopic ligands. A) Overlay of three examples of C5 guano conformations bound to active state MOR (pink cartoon/sticks) during MD simulations (B) Detailed view of the interactions between guano moiety of C5 guano (orange sticks) and D114 2.50 mediated by two water molecule (C) Direct salt bridge interactions between C5 guano (light green sticks) and D116 3.32 supplemented by an additional water-mediated hydrogen bond. (D) direct salt bridge interactions between C5 guano (cyan sticks) and D114 2.50 (E) Probability densities of distances between guano nitrogen atoms and D116 3.32 carboxylate oxygens. Each chart plots probability density for frames with two bridging waters (orange), one bridging water (green), and no bridging waters (cyan). (F) Categorization and relative proportion of D2.50 and D3.32 mediated interactions in 10 independent C5 guano-µOR MD trajectories for 1 µs each. Among the cumulative frames from the 10 µs MD runs, close to 1/3rd of the frames-maintained guano-D2.50 interactions exclusively through water-mediated hydrogen bonds, while ~57% frames formed direct salt bridges with or without supplementary water mediated interactions. Therefore, close to 90% of the frames maintained D2.50-guano interactions. The piperidine-D3.32 interactions were observed to be even more stable, with over 96% of the frames indicating direct salt bridge or water-mediated hydrogen bonds. (G) Categorization and relative proportion of D2.50 and D3.32 mediated interactions in 5 independent C6-µOR trajectories for 1 µs each. Overall, the number of direct interactions with D2.50 increased from 57% to 85% (compared to C5), perhaps resulting from the increase in linker length by a carbon atom that decreases the overall distances to D2.50 residue.
Extended Data Fig. 6 | Profiling of chemically and pharmacologically distinct μOR agonists using TRUPATH, arrestin signaling. A) Peptides: Endomorphin-1, Leu-enkephalin, Met-enkephalin, Beta-endorphin and Dynorphin A (1-17). Dynorphin A (1-17) showed reduced arrestin recruitment while other peptides retained robust arrestin recruitment among peptides tested. B) Opioid biased agonists and partials: PZM21, TRV130. Gz-subtype selectivity and arrestin recruitment on μOR. PZM21, 7-OH and TRV130 showed <50% efficacy for arrestin1/2. Highest efficacy for all three biased agonists was seen at the Gz subtype. μOR partial agonist pentazocine was a full agonist at the Gz subtype. C) Oxycodone and Carfentanil. Gz-subtype selectivity and arrestin recruitment on μOR. Carfentanil showed near maximal efficacy at all Gz-subtypes and arrestin1/2. Oxycodone was a full agonist at Gz and showed >50% efficacy at β-arrestin2. D) Fentanyl guanobitopics show differential G-protein and arrestin efficacy with increased chain length.
### Extended Data Table 1: Summary of binding affinities, cAMP and arrestin recruitment values of fentanyl amino and guano bitopics on μOR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ligands</th>
<th>Binding $^a$</th>
<th>cAMP$^b$</th>
<th>β-arrestin2$^b$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$K_i \pm \text{SEM}$ (nM)</td>
<td>$E_{C_{50}} \pm \text{SEM}$ (nM)</td>
<td>$pEC_{50} \pm \text{SEM}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3 amino</td>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
<td>12300</td>
<td>4.9 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3 guano</td>
<td>77 ± 3.0</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>6.8 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5 amino</td>
<td>1179 ± 13</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>6.3 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5 guano</td>
<td>4.6 ± 0.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>9.1 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6 amino</td>
<td>1033 ± 15</td>
<td>844</td>
<td>6.1 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6 guano</td>
<td>4.1 ± 0.3</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>8.3 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7 amino</td>
<td>369 ± 7.0</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>6.4 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7 guano</td>
<td>41 ± 8.0</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>7.2 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9 amino</td>
<td>281 ± 2.2</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>6.4 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9 guano</td>
<td>58 ± 8.0</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>7.7 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C11 amino</td>
<td>589 ± 13</td>
<td>293.2</td>
<td>6.5 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C11 guano</td>
<td>165 ± 4</td>
<td>1020</td>
<td>6.0 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fentanyl</td>
<td>9.1 ± 3.1</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>9.0 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAMGO</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>9.4 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Binding competition studies were performed with the indicated compound against $^{125}$I-IBNtxA (0.1 nM) in membranes from CHO cells stably expressing the μOR cloned mouse opioid receptor. Results are presented as $K_i \pm \text{SEM}$ (nM) from three independent experiments performed in triplicate.

$^b$Potency and efficacy data were obtained using agonist induced inhibition measured by cyclic AMP (cAMP) and Tango assay for β-arrestin 2 recruitment, respectively, from three independent experiments performed in triplicate. Efficacy is represented as EC$_{50}$ (nM) and percent maximal stimulation ($E_{\text{max}}$) relative to standard agonist DAMGO. "n.d." Denotes not determined. Efficacy<20%.
### Article

Extended Data Table 2 | Cryo-EM data collection, refinement and validation statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>C5-guano-μOR-Gi-seFv16 (EMDB-26314) (PDB 7U2L)</th>
<th>C6-guano-μOR-Gi (EMDB-26313) (PDB 7U2K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data collection and processing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnification</td>
<td>130,000</td>
<td>130,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage (kV)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron exposure (e-/Å²)</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>68.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defocus range (μm)</td>
<td>0.7-2</td>
<td>0.7-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel size (Å)</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.8676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symmetry imposed</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>C1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial particle images (no.)</td>
<td>2,037,265</td>
<td>994,998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final particle images (no.)</td>
<td>164,647</td>
<td>232,146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map resolution (Å)</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSC threshold</td>
<td>0.143</td>
<td>0.143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map resolution range (Å)</td>
<td>3.2-4.9</td>
<td>3.2-4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Refinement</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial model used (PDB code)</td>
<td>6DDE</td>
<td>6DDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model resolution (Å)</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSC threshold</td>
<td>0.143</td>
<td>0.143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model resolution range (Å)</td>
<td>2.9-3.4</td>
<td>2.8-3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map sharpening $B$ factor (Å²)</td>
<td>-161.76</td>
<td>-103.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model composition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-hydrogen atoms</td>
<td>8739</td>
<td>6759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein residues</td>
<td>1122</td>
<td>889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligands</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$ factors (Å²)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein</td>
<td>60.76</td>
<td>92.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ligand</td>
<td>78.28</td>
<td>125.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R.m.s. deviations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bond lengths (Å)</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bond angles (°)</td>
<td>0.566</td>
<td>0.768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MolProbity score</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>1.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clashscore</td>
<td>8.03</td>
<td>7.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor rotamers (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramachandran plot</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Favored (%)</td>
<td>95.93</td>
<td>94.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allowed (%)</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>5.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disallowed (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Statistics of the cryo-EM maps and coordinates.
### Extended Data Table 3 | Potency table for drugs profiled in Extended Data Fig. 6

**Potency**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compounds</th>
<th>$G_0$, EC50 nM (pEC50 ± SEM)</th>
<th>$G_1$, EC50 nM (pEC50 ± SEM)</th>
<th>$G_2$, EC50 nM (pEC50 ± SEM)</th>
<th>$G_3$, EC50 nM (pEC50 ± SEM)</th>
<th>$G_{ch}$ EC50 nM (pEC50 ± SEM)</th>
<th>$G_z$, EC50 nM (pEC50 ± SEM)</th>
<th>β-arr1 EC50 nM (pEC50 ± SEM)</th>
<th>β-arr2 EC50 nM (pEC50 ± SEM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Opioid Peptides</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAMGO</td>
<td>18 (7.7 ± 0.3)</td>
<td>5 (8.2±0.1)</td>
<td>15 (7.8±0.1)</td>
<td>5 (8.3±0.1)</td>
<td>2.5 (8.6±0.1)</td>
<td>5.6 (9.2±0.1)</td>
<td>189 (6.7±0.1)</td>
<td>171 (6.8±0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endomorphin-1</td>
<td>9.9 (8.0 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>4.3 (8.4±0.1)</td>
<td>16 (7.8 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>8.8 (8.1 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>6.0 (8.2 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>3.0 (8.5 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>11 (7.9 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>21 (7.7 ± 0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leu-Enkephalin</td>
<td>39 (7.4 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>5.1 (8.3±0.2)</td>
<td>47 (7.3 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>8.6 (8.1 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>6.7 (8.2 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>1.8 (8.8 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>98 (7.0 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>90 (7.1 ± 0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Met-Enkephalin</td>
<td>54 (7.5 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>10 (8.0±0.3)</td>
<td>79 (7.1 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>12 (7.9 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>8.6 (8.1 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>5.3 (8.3 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>39 (7.4 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>193 (6.7 ± 0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta-Enkephalin</td>
<td>128 (6.9 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>93 (7.0 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>293 (6.5 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>62 (7.2 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>55 (7.3 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>13 (7.9 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>28 (7.6 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>120 (6.9 ± 0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dynorphin 1-17</strong></td>
<td>88 (7.1 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>18 (7.7 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>115 (6.7 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>25 (7.6 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>43 (7.4 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>167 (7.8 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Biased Opiates</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PZM21</td>
<td>53 (7.3 ± 0.0)</td>
<td>10 (8.0 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>55 (7.3 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>52 (7.3 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>28 (7.6 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>9.8 (8.0 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>104 (7.0 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>199 (6.7 ± 0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-OH</td>
<td>111 (6.9 ± 0.3)</td>
<td>76 (7.1 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>39 (7.4 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>55 (7.3 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>8.6 (8.1 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRV130</td>
<td>51 (7.3 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>5.9 (8.2±0.2)</td>
<td>26 (7.6 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>12 (7.9 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>18 (7.7 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>6.4 (8.2 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>73 (7.1 ± 0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial agonists</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pentazocine</td>
<td>10 (8.0 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>4.3 (8.4±0.1)</td>
<td>8.6 (8.1 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>5.1 (8.3 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>3.3 (8.5 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>1.0 (9.0 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buprenorphine</td>
<td>2.1 (8.6 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>0.7 (9.1±0.2)</td>
<td>1.0 (9.0 ± 0.3)</td>
<td>1.8 (8.7 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>2.0 (8.9 ± 0.3)</td>
<td>0.4 (9.3 ± 1.6)</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prototypic agonists</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxycodeone</td>
<td>486 (6.3 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>278 (6.6 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>565 (6.3 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>286 (6.5 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>146 (6.8 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>39 (7.4 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>3500 (5.3 ± 0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carfentanil</td>
<td>0.30 (9.5 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>0.21 (9.6 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>0.43 (9.4 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>0.21 (9.7 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>0.22 (9.8 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>0.14 (10.2 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>0.20 (9.7 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>0.32 (9.5 ± 0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fentanyl</td>
<td>12.7 (7.9 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>3.4 (8.4 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>19.4 (7.7 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>6.8 (8.2 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>4.9 (8.3 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>0.9 (9.0 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>10.5 (8.0 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>7.8 (8.1 ± 0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morphine</td>
<td>11.9 (8.0 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>10.4 (8.0 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>7.2 (8.1 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>6.5 (8.2 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>5.5 (8.3 ± 1.1)</td>
<td>2.4 (8.6 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>205 (6.7 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>118 (6.9 ± 0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Biotoxins</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3-guano</td>
<td>1234 (5.9 ± 0.3)</td>
<td>562 (6.2 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>1811 (5.7 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>505 (6.3 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>338 (6.5 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>305 (6.5 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>2357 (4.6 ± 0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5-guano</td>
<td>453 (7.3 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>79 (7.1 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>350 (6.5 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>23 (7.6 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>24 (7.6 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>8.8 (8.0 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>1210 (5.9 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>1768 (5.7 ± 0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6-guano</td>
<td>132 (6.9 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>58 (7.2 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>33 (7.5 ± 0.3)</td>
<td>54 (5.7 ± 0.3)</td>
<td>72 (7.1 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>25 (7.6 ± 0.3)</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>5191 (5.3 ± 0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7-guano</td>
<td>531 (6.3 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>450 (6.3 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>833 (6.1 ± 0.4)</td>
<td>81 (7.1 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>63 (7.2 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>161 (6.8 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9-guano</td>
<td>93.1 (7.0 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>60 (7.2 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>181 (6.7 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>27 (7.6 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>43 (7.6 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>27 (7.6 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>3215 (5.5 ± 0.2)</td>
<td>4088 (5.4 ± 0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C11-guano</td>
<td>4745 (5.3 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>1311 (5.9 ± 0.3)</td>
<td>1065 (6.0 ± 0.3)</td>
<td>1242 (5.9 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>2038 (5.7 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>861 (6.1 ± 0.1)</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>30885 (4.5 ± 0.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Potency [EC50 nM (pEC50 ± SEM)] are reported as estimates from simultaneous curve fitting of all biological replicates and include standard error.
## Extended Data Table 4 | Efficacy table for drugs profiled in Extended Data Fig. 6

### Efficacy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compounds</th>
<th>$G_{50}$</th>
<th>$G_{12}$</th>
<th>$G_{53}$</th>
<th>$G_{max}$</th>
<th>$G_{max}$</th>
<th>$G_{max}$</th>
<th>$G_{max}$</th>
<th>$\beta$-arr1</th>
<th>$\beta$-arr2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$E_{max}$ % ± SEM</td>
<td>$E_{max}$ % ± SEM</td>
<td>$E_{max}$ % ± SEM</td>
<td>$E_{max}$ % ± SEM</td>
<td>$E_{max}$ % ± SEM</td>
<td>$E_{max}$ % ± SEM</td>
<td>$E_{max}$ % ± SEM</td>
<td>$E_{max}$ % ± SEM</td>
<td>$E_{max}$ % ± SEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opioid Peptides</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAMGO</td>
<td>99 ± 2</td>
<td>98 ± 3</td>
<td>98 ± 2</td>
<td>99 ± 2</td>
<td>100 ± 2</td>
<td>100 ± 2</td>
<td>100 ± 2</td>
<td>100 ± 3.1</td>
<td>99 ± 2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endomorphin-1</td>
<td>93 ± 1.6</td>
<td>95 ± 1.7</td>
<td>96 ± 1.4</td>
<td>109 ± 2.7</td>
<td>91 ± 2.6</td>
<td>105 ± 1.1</td>
<td>78 ± 3.1</td>
<td>82 ± 2.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leu-Enkephalin</td>
<td>92 ± 5.5</td>
<td>85 ± 7.2</td>
<td>93 ± 4.7</td>
<td>96 ± 3.8</td>
<td>102 ± 4.5</td>
<td>103 ± 5.2</td>
<td>100 ± 6.2</td>
<td>97 ± 6.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Met-Enkephalin</td>
<td>92 ± 4.6</td>
<td>84 ± 6.6</td>
<td>103 ± 5.6</td>
<td>97 ± 3.7</td>
<td>96 ± 3.1</td>
<td>96 ± 3.1</td>
<td>102 ± 4.9</td>
<td>92 ± 4.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta-Enkephalin</td>
<td>87 ± 3.6</td>
<td>102 ± 6.1</td>
<td>99 ± 2.8</td>
<td>91 ± 3.2</td>
<td>99 ± 5.9</td>
<td>104 ± 4.5</td>
<td>76 ± 4.8</td>
<td>90 ± 5.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynorphin 1-17</td>
<td>92 ± 2.3</td>
<td>86 ± 3.8</td>
<td>90 ± 2.4</td>
<td>94 ± 4.4</td>
<td>92 ± 3.0</td>
<td>103 ± 1.4</td>
<td>50 ± 15</td>
<td>42±1.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biased Opiates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PZM21</td>
<td>72 ± 2.0</td>
<td>84 ± 3.0</td>
<td>68 ± 1.9</td>
<td>91 ± 4.0</td>
<td>84 ± 3.1</td>
<td>98 ± 1.6</td>
<td>38 ± 3.3</td>
<td>24 ± 3.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-OH</td>
<td>31 ± 4.9</td>
<td>53 ± 5.1</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>65 ± 4.9</td>
<td>56 ± 3.5</td>
<td>73 ± 2.8</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRV130</td>
<td>58 ± 3.8</td>
<td>58 ± 4.2</td>
<td>45 ± 3.3</td>
<td>67 ± 5.3</td>
<td>76 ± 4.4</td>
<td>98 ± 2.2</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>26 ± 5.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial agonists</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pentazocine</td>
<td>75 ± 1.8</td>
<td>78 ± 3.8</td>
<td>73 ± 2.3</td>
<td>89 ± 4.0</td>
<td>89 ± 3.2</td>
<td>103 ± 1.5</td>
<td>7±4.51</td>
<td>13±4.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buprenorphine</td>
<td>59 ± 3.6</td>
<td>60 ± 3.7</td>
<td>38 ± 4.0</td>
<td>70 ± 4.3</td>
<td>68 ± 3.3</td>
<td>77 ± 3.5</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prototypic agonists</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxycodeone</td>
<td>82 ± 3.2</td>
<td>83 ± 5.7</td>
<td>75 ± 3.8</td>
<td>102 ± 5.2</td>
<td>110 ± 3.4</td>
<td>102 ± 4.9</td>
<td>81 ± 7.9</td>
<td>80 ± 3.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carfentanil</td>
<td>97 ± 1.8</td>
<td>99 ± 2.2</td>
<td>102 ± 1.8</td>
<td>119 ± 3.8</td>
<td>96 ± 4.1</td>
<td>112 ± 1.7</td>
<td>96 ± 7.0</td>
<td>97 ± 6.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fentanyl</td>
<td>105 ± 4.8</td>
<td>89 ± 6.2</td>
<td>92 ± 6.5</td>
<td>91 ± 4.3</td>
<td>100 ± 4.2</td>
<td>90 ± 3.4</td>
<td>92 ± 2.2</td>
<td>97 ± 3.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morphine</td>
<td>99 ± 4.1</td>
<td>86 ± 5.5</td>
<td>79 ± 6.2</td>
<td>93 ± 3.9</td>
<td>96 ± 3.2</td>
<td>98 ± 4.6</td>
<td>29 ± 2.0</td>
<td>37 ± 4.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Btopics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3-guano</td>
<td>71 ± 6.3</td>
<td>50 ± 6.5</td>
<td>70 ± 8.5</td>
<td>78 ± 5.1</td>
<td>83 ± 3.6</td>
<td>82 ± 5.3</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>37 ± 11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5-guano</td>
<td>80 ± 3.6</td>
<td>90 ± 3.7</td>
<td>85 ± 5.5</td>
<td>91 ± 2.3</td>
<td>87 ± 3.7</td>
<td>86 ± 3.2</td>
<td>32 ± 3.0</td>
<td>38 ± 5.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6-guano</td>
<td>71 ± 7.7</td>
<td>79 ± 7.2</td>
<td>56 ± 6.1</td>
<td>51 ± 7.0</td>
<td>64 ± 4.1</td>
<td>50 ± 5.3</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>23±7.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7-guano</td>
<td>26 ± 1.8</td>
<td>38 ± 2.6</td>
<td>31 ± 5.2</td>
<td>45 ± 2.7</td>
<td>38 ± 2.6</td>
<td>73 ± 2.8</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9-guano</td>
<td>83 ± 3.4</td>
<td>86 ± 5.5</td>
<td>98 ± 4.6</td>
<td>95 ± 4.0</td>
<td>96 ± 2.8</td>
<td>99 ± 4.2</td>
<td>39 ± 2.7</td>
<td>61 ± 7.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C11-guano</td>
<td>41 ± 2.5</td>
<td>45 ± 3.7</td>
<td>43 ± 5.2</td>
<td>54 ± 3.4</td>
<td>67 ± 3.2</td>
<td>82 ± 3.2</td>
<td>nd</td>
<td>80 ± 12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Efficacy ($E_{max}$ ± SEM) are reported as estimates from simultaneous curve fitting of all biological replicates and include standard error.
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Simple Summary: Metastatic colorectal cancer (mCRC) is typified by its tumor heterogeneity and changing disease states, suggesting that personalized medicine approaches could be vital to improving clinical practice. As a minimally invasive approach, the liquid biopsy has the potential to be a powerful longitudinal prognostic tool. We investigated mCRC patients' peripheral blood samples using an enrichment-free single-cell approach to capture the broader rare-event population beyond the conventionally detected epithelial-derived circulating tumor cell (CTC). Our analysis reveals a heterogenous profile of CTCs and oncosomes not commonly found in normal donor samples. We identified select rare cell types based on their distinct immunofluorescence expression and morphology across multiple assays. Lastly, we highlight correlations between enumerations of the blood-based analytes and progression-free survival. This study clinically validates an unbiased rare-event approach in the liquid biopsy, motivating future studies to further investigate these analytes for their prognostic potential.

Abstract: Metastatic colorectal cancer (mCRC) is characterized by its extensive disease heterogeneity, suggesting that individualized analysis could be vital to improving patient outcomes. As a minimally invasive approach, the liquid biopsy has the potential to longitudinally monitor heterogeneous analytes. Current platforms primarily utilize enrichment-based approaches for epithelial-derived circulating tumor cells (CTC), but this subtype is infrequent in the peripheral blood (PB) of mCRC patients, leading to the liquid biopsy’s relative disuse in this cancer type. In this study, we evaluated 18 PB samples from 10 mCRC patients using the unbiased high-definition single-cell assay (HDSCA). We first employed a rare-event (Landscape) immunofluorescence (IF) protocol, which captured a heterogenous CTC and oncosome population, the likes of which was not observed across 50 normal donor samples. Subsequent analysis was conducted using a colorectal-targeted IF protocol to assess the frequency of CDX2-expressing CTCs and oncosomes. A multi-assay clustering analysis isolated morphologically distinct subtypes across the two IF stains, demonstrating the value of applying an unbiased single-cell approach to multiple assays in tandem. Rare-event enumerations at a single timepoint and the variation of these events over time correlated with progression-free survival. This study supports the clinical utility of an unbiased approach to interrogating the liquid...
biopsy in mCRC, representing the heterogeneity within the CTC classification and warranting the further molecular characterization of the rare-event analytes with clinical promise.

**Keywords:** liquid biopsy; rare cell; circulating tumor cells; oncosomes; colorectal cancer; heterogeneity; multi-assay; high-definition single-cell assay

### 1. Introduction

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the world’s third most common cancer and second leading cause of oncology-related deaths [1]. Most notably, CRC solid tumors are marked by their extensive cellular heterogeneity and proliferation owed to the rapid rate of epithelial self-renewal in the intestines [2–4]. The variety of tumor microenvironments, genetic mutations, and disease subtypes suggests that real-time individualized analysis and subsequent clinical decision-making could improve patient outcomes [5–7].

As a minimally invasive procedure, the liquid biopsy has the potential to be that critical element in the longitudinal evaluation of CRC by characterizing the disease’s pathophysiology and mechanisms of metastasis [8–10]. Much of the current liquid biopsy analysis focuses on two primary biomarkers: circulating tumor cells (CTCs) and cell-free DNA (cfDNA). Additionally found in the blood, carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) is one of the foremost prognostic hallmarks of CRC [11,12]. Previous investigations have correlated CTC counts to CEA levels, with the two used in conjunction to accurately predict survival outcomes [13]. Generally, a higher number of CTCs indicates poorer patient outcomes in CRC [14,15], although nuances emerge when considering morphologically defined CTC subtypes and the change in cell populations over time [16,17]. With the variety of detectable biomarkers in circulation, the liquid biopsy could aid in tackling some of the clinical challenges of CRC.

Previously, CellSearch® (Menarini, Raritan, NJ, USA) was the first platform to receive regulatory approval in CRC via a 510(k) clearance for the enumeration of CTCs to monitor metastatic colorectal, breast and prostate cancer [18]. The platform uses an enrichment-based methodology for the detection of a singular type of CTC defined by the expression of epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EPCAM) and cytokeratin (CK) without the expression of CD45 [19], thereby limiting the liquid biopsy field’s current understanding of CTC. CellSearch® uses a uniform threshold for CTC positivity at any timepoint during the patient’s treatment. In CRC, this threshold is 3 CTCs/7.5 mL of blood [20]. CellSearch® has shown that a higher frequency of CTCs is associated with poorer overall survival (OS) and progression-free survival (PFS) in CRC [21,22]. However, CellSearch® and similar systems are not commonly utilized by clinicians treating CRC [23,24]. This limited utility could be attributed to a lack of timepoint-specific standards [18] and infrequent CTC kinetics analysis, despite its clinical promise [16]. Most early-generation liquid-biopsy platforms employ enrichment-based approaches that detect a limited CTC population in the peripheral blood (PB) of CRC patients [25–27] and overlook other cellular subtypes with nuanced survival implications [16,28]. In a cancer type known for its tumor heterogeneity like CRC, enrichment-based approaches limit the liquid biopsy’s potential clinical utility, thereby warranting an unbiased single-cell approach that focuses on all rarity in the bloodstream.

This study utilized the third-generation high-definition single-cell assay (HDSCA3.0), which is a validated “no cell left behind” immunofluorescence (IF) assay that detects and characterizes all rare events from the liquid biopsy [25,28–33]. Commercialized by Epic Sciences, it has demonstrated clinical utility as a predictive marker in prostate cancer [34–36]. Furthermore, it allows for downstream genomic and proteomic analysis [37,38] and adheres to the standards of the Blood Profiling Atlas Commons [39]. A prior investigation into a cohort of metastatic CRC (mCRC) patients with HDSCA2.0 revealed a 35% CTC positivity rate [25], comparable to CellSearch® positivity rates among similar cohorts [30,37,40]. A subsequent study with the same platform highlighted the importance of CTC sub-
types, time of sample collection and changes in cellular populations during treatment in understanding the value of the liquid biopsy in mCRC patient care [16]. Beyond CTC subtypes, prior studies have identified other rare cells such as circulating endothelial cells (CECs) [41,42] with prognostic implications in mCRC. In addition to rare cellular analytes, tumor-derived oncosomes and extracellular vesicles have been shown to promote tumorigenesis and chromosomal deletion across cancer types [43–45]. Now, the third generation of HDSCA detects a heterogeneous CTC and oncosome population with various surface biomarkers and an unbiased computational methodology for the detection of epithelial, mesenchymal, endothelial and immune cells [46,47]. Herein, we analyzed 18 PB samples from 10 mCRC patients using two IF protocols to represent a comprehensive CTC and oncosome liquid-biopsy profile, highlighting previously unidentified rare events and correlating analytes to patient outcomes.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Design

This study includes a total of 18 PB samples collected between May 2016 to March 2017 from 10 patients with mCRC. Patients were found as part of the GS-US-296-0101 phase I clinical trial (#NCT01803282) evaluating the safety and tolerability of a novel therapeutic in combination with standard-of-care chemotherapy in two different mCRC indications. Apart from their diagnosis of CRC and survival data, no other clinical or demographic information was available for this study cohort per IRB protocol at the time of enrollment. Patients 1, 3, 5, 6 and 9 were first-line inoperable mCRC patients receiving the test compound in combination with mFOLFOX6 and bevacizumab. Patients 2, 4, 7, 8 and 10 were second-line inoperable patients receiving the test compound in combination with FOLFIRI and bevacizumab. PB samples were collected on cycle 1, day 1 and cycle 3, day 1 of therapy, referred to as Draw 1 and Draw 2, respectively. All patients progressed, and PFS was provided for 9 of the 10 patients. In addition, PB samples from 50 normal donors (ND) with no known pathology were collected and provided by Epic Sciences (San Diego, CA, USA).

2.2. Blood Processing

PB samples were collected in 10 mL collection tubes (Cell-free DNA, Streck, La Vista, NE, USA) and were processed as previously described [30,47]. As a brief synopsis, after red blood cell lysis, the nucleated cell fraction was plated as a monolayer of ~3 million cells per slide (Marienfeld, Lauda, Germany) before cryobanking at −80 °C.

2.3. IF Staining Protocols

Samples were analyzed with the previously described workflow for high-resolution imaging and the characterization of tumor cells at a single-cell level [30]. Slides were stained by the IntelliPATH FLX™ autostainer (Biocare Medical LLC, Irvine, CA, USA) in batches of 50. Our validated HDSCA protocols utilize a cocktail of pan-cytokeratin (CK), CD45 antibodies and DAPI [30,31]. In further detail, samples were fixed with a 2% neutral buffered formalin solution (VWR) for 20 min followed by permeabilization using 100% cold methanol for 5 min and blocking nonspecific binding sites with 10% goat serum (Millipore) for 20 min. This is followed by an antibody cocktail consisting of mouse IgG1/Ig2a anti-human cytokeratins 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 13, 18 and 19 (clones: C-11, PCK-26, CY-90, KS-1A3, M20, A53-B/A2, C2562, Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA), mouse IgG1 anti-human cytokeratin 19 (clone: RCK108, GA61561-2, Dako, Carpintaria, CA, USA) and mouse anti-human CD45:Alexa Fluor® 647 (clone: F10-89-4, MCA87A647, AbD Serotec, Raleigh, NC, USA). To complete the staining, slides were incubated with Alexa Fluor® 555 goat anti-mouse IgG1 antibody (A21127, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; D1306, ThermoFisher) prior to being mounted with a glycerol-based aqueous mounting media [48].

Two distinct IF protocols were applied: 1) Landscape and 2) CDX2-targeted. The Landscape protocol identifies epithelial, mesenchymal, endothelial and immune cells through
the addition of 100 μg/mL of a goat anti-mouse IgG monoclonal Fab fragments (115-007-003, Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA, USA), rabbit IgG anti-human vimentin (Vim) (clone: D21H3, 9854BC, Cell Signaling, Danvers, MA, USA) as a fourth color and mouse IgG1 anti-human CD31:Alexa Fluor® 647 mAb (clone: WM59, MCA1738A647, BioRad, Hercules, CA, USA) to the CD45 channel, hereafter referred to as CD45/CD31 [47]. The CDX2-targeted protocol utilizes the colon-specific CDX2 monoclonal antibody EPR2764Y (Abcam, Cambridge, UK) as a fourth color for further characterization [25]. CDX2 is a transcription factor expressed throughout the intestinal epithelium and has been effectively used as a marker for intestinal carcinomas [49]. The ND samples were stained with the Landscape protocol.

2.4. Scanning and Analysis

Slides were imaged at 2304 frames per slide using automated high-throughput fluorescence scanning microscopy at 100× magnification with exposures and gain set to yield the same background intensity level for normalization purposes. The numeration of cell classifications was converted to concentration based on the sample leukocyte concentration measured at processing and the number of DAPI-positive nuclei detected. White blood cell (WBC) counts in the PB sample were determined automatically (Medonic M-series Hematology Analyzer, Clinical Diagnostic Solutions Inc., Fort Lauderdale, FL, USA). The number of WBCs per slide was utilized in the calculation of the exact amount of blood analyzed, leading to rare-event enumerations presented in events/mL. Cells of interest were further imaged at higher magnification (400×). IF signal expression is categorized as filamentous, diffuse or punctate, as previously described [50].

2.5. Rare Event Detection Approach

Cells were identified via a rare-event detection method termed OCULAR [47,48]. This algorithm uses feature extraction, principal component analysis (PCA) and hierarchical clustering on the principal components to achieve four distinct tasks: fluorescent image feature extraction (761 parameters), rare-event detection (distinguishing between common and rare DAPI-positive events and DAPI-negative events), rare-cell classification and report generation. Image analysis was performed as previously reported [47]. In brief, all events were segmented to generate nuclear and/or cytoplasm masks for feature extraction, which was followed by a dimensionality reduction using principal components and hierarchical clustering to separate common cells (mainly WBCs) and rare cells in each image frame. The manual classification of rare events into CTC or oncosome subgroups was conducted based on biomarker expression in the four fluorescence channels for each IF protocol. Classifications were validated by multiple hematopathologist-trained technical analysts. Previously described as large extracellular vesicles in the context of HDSCA [46,48,51], oncosomes were identified as circular, DAPI-negative events with positive CK expression [44,52,53]. Initially presented as adjacent to nucleated common cells or as individual DAPI-negative events, oncosomes were manually classified and confirmed by trained analysts. The nomenclature for channel-type classifications utilizes those positive channels (Landscape example: CK/Vim = DAPI-positive, CK-positive, Vim-positive, CD45/CD31-negative). Oncosome channel-type classifications are preceded by the abbreviation “Onc” (Landscape example: Onc CK/Vim = DAPI-negative, CK-positive, Vim-positive, CD45/CD31-negative). While rare cell types are predominantly referred to by their channel-type classification, two specific CTC populations, epithelial CTCs (Epi.CTC) and mesenchymal CTCs (Mes.CTC), are evaluated in this study. As previously described [48], Epi.CTCs are CK-positive, Vim-negative and CD45/CD31-negative with a clearly defined nucleus (DAPI). Mes.CTCs are CK-positive, Vim-positive and CD45/CD31-negative and have clearly defined nuclei.

2.6. Multi-Assay Analysis

With sample-matched slides stained by both IF protocols (Landscape and CDX2-targeted), OCULAR’s uniform examination of the rare events allowed for a multi-assay
analysis. OCULAR derives 761 morphological parameters from IF 100× magnification images of detected cellular events. To perform the multi-assay analysis, we selected a subset of 8 morphometric parameters, consisting of the most representative features. With both IF protocols containing DAPI and CK, the median intensity for these two channels were chosen. In addition, we included the eccentricity and area of both the cell and nucleus, the ratio of nuclear to cellular area and the average distance of the cell outline to the center of the nucleus. Using these 8 shared morphometric features, 5661 rare cells across both assays were grouped together using a hierarchical clustering model. An agglomerative clustering algorithm was used, imported from the scikit-learn library version 0.23.2 [54] in Python. We used a Euclidian metric to compute the distance and the ward linkage criterion. In addition, 111 cells and the oncosome population were removed after manual inspection from the clustering due to highly aberrant nuclear and membrane masking. The cohort’s rare-cell population with various cluster assortment options are included as part of an interactive webpage that can be used for additional analyses and discovery (https://pivot.usc.edu/pivot/CRC_MultiAssay.html). The optimal number of clusters from 2 to 16 was selected based on quantitative cluster-separation metrics and the separation of noteworthy, rare cell types. Based on the silhouette average method, 8 clusters provided the optimal separation between the cell groups. When increasing the number of clusters from 8 through 12, cluster 1 is the primary group undergoing rearrangement, but subsequent cluster combinations do not perform as well in the silhouette average metric or in their division of rare cell types of interest. Alongside the clustering approach, a Spearman’s rank correlation [55] analysis was performed between the rare-event enumerations of the two IF protocols.

2.7. Survival Analysis

To perform survival analysis on the 9 patients with known progression time, the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient [55] was calculated for all liquid-biopsy analytes versus the PFS. Then, only liquid-biopsy analytes with statistically significant entries were used for subsequent visualization. To visualize the statistically significant entries, the Kaplan–Meier (KM) curves [56] for the patients’ PFS were plotted. Then, to depict the effect of a statistically significant liquid-biopsy analyte on PFS, the patients were stratified based on their respective counts per milliliter of blood for the given liquid-biopsy analyte. The stratification was done by using the median counts per milliliter of blood as a threshold, separating the patients into two groups. Finally, the two patient subgroups were plotted together with the original KM curve of the population. The statistical analysis was done using scipy [57], and the KM curves were plotted using scikit-survival library [58] in Python.

2.8. Statistical Analysis

The distinction between the rare-event enumerations of the mCRC and ND samples was determined by a Wilcoxon rank sum test [59]. Statistical correlations between rare-event enumerations were performed using the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient [55]. A correlation was significant if the two-tailed p-value ≤ 0.05. The statistical analysis was done using scipy [57] in Python.

3. Results

3.1. Landscape Rare-Event Detection: Rare Cells and Oncosomes

PB samples were stained with the Landscape IF protocol and analyzed by OCULAR to identify the rare events with biomarkers highlighting epithelial, endothelial, mesenchymal and immune cell origin. Rare-event frequencies, enumerations and sample positivity (≥5 events/mL) from the Landscape and CDX2 IF protocols are reported in Table 1. For the 18 mCRC samples analyzed, on average 0.53 (standard error 0.05, median 0.53, range 0.22–0.97) mL of PB was used for 1 test, thus the sensitivity of the analysis is limited by the blood volume characterized. A representative subset of the rare-cell and oncosome
populations detected in the Landscape-stained samples is displayed in Figure 1A, with enumerations, frequencies and comparisons to the ND cohort, and select morphometrics provided in Figure 1B, 1C and 1D, respectively. The sample enumeration of the ND cohort is depicted in Supplemental Figure S1.

Table 1. Rare-event frequencies, enumerations and sample positivity from the Landscape and CDX2-targeted immunofluorescence (IF) protocols. The sample positivity threshold of ≥5 events/mL was determined by comparisons to the rare-event enumerations of a randomly selected normal donor cohort. The frequency of each classification is provided as a percentage of the total rare-event profile for each IF protocol.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IF Protocol</th>
<th>Event Classification</th>
<th>Sample Positivity</th>
<th>Mean (Events/mL)</th>
<th>Standard Error (±Events/mL)</th>
<th>% of Total Rare Events</th>
<th>Median (Events/mL)</th>
<th>Range (Events/mL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Landscape</td>
<td>DAPI only</td>
<td>15/18</td>
<td>13.69</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>10.84</td>
<td>0.00–51.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CK (Epi.CTC)</td>
<td>18-Jul</td>
<td>36.36</td>
<td>14.77</td>
<td>5.55</td>
<td>0.00–549.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vim</td>
<td>18-Nov</td>
<td>6.64</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>0.00–20.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CD45/CD31</td>
<td>18-Oct</td>
<td>10.29</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>8.05</td>
<td>0.00–33.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CK</td>
<td>Vim (Mes.CTC)</td>
<td>18-Jan</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CK</td>
<td>CD45/CD31</td>
<td>18-Apr</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>2.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vim</td>
<td>CD45/CD31</td>
<td>18-Nov</td>
<td>24.52</td>
<td>8.73</td>
<td>6.35</td>
<td>7.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CK</td>
<td>Vim</td>
<td>CD45/CD31</td>
<td>15/18</td>
<td>100.4</td>
<td>35.02</td>
<td>18.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Onc CK</td>
<td>18-Dec</td>
<td>71.59</td>
<td>38.39</td>
<td>18.55</td>
<td>6.64</td>
<td>1.06–657.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Onc CK</td>
<td>Vim</td>
<td>18-Oct</td>
<td>32.72</td>
<td>13.64</td>
<td>8.48</td>
<td>7.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Onc CK</td>
<td>CD45/CD31</td>
<td>14/18</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Onc CK</td>
<td>Vim</td>
<td>CD45/CD31</td>
<td>0/18</td>
<td>55.37</td>
<td>16.22</td>
<td>14.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| CDX2-targeted     | DAPI only            | 18/18             | 63.72            | 12.8                        | 8.33                   | 45.29            | 16.94–226.94     |
|                   | CK                  | 18-Dec            | 88.14            | 43.95                       | 11.53                   | 11.97            | 0.00–597.32      |
|                   | CDX2                | 18-Dec            | 11.45            | 3.28                        | 1.5                     | 7.27             | 1.04–60.22       |
|                   | CD45                | 18-Mar            | 5.44             | 3.35                        | 0.71                    | 0                | 0.00–592.2       |
|                   | CK | CDX2 (CDX2.CTC)     | 14/18             | 19.95            | 6.71                        | 2.61                   | 11.34            | 0.00–124.08      |
|                   | CK | CD45                | 18-Dec            | 36.66            | 13.71                        | 4.79                   | 10.02            | 0.00–203.63      |
|                   | CDX2 | CD45               | 18-Dec            | 29.37            | 12.46                        | 3.84                   | 9.8              | 0.00–185.68      |
|                   | CK | CDX2 | CD45        | 14/18             | 143.67            | 101.35                      | 18.79             | 21.79            | 1.44–1843.34     |
|                   | Onc CK               | 15/18             | 123.55           | 60.73                       | 16.16                   | 26                | 2.31–1035.65     |
|                   | Onc CK | CDX2              | 18/18             | 222.4            | 65.04                        | 29.08                | 114.87           | 15.55–1151.64    |
|                   | Onc CK | CD45              | 0/18             | 0.06             | 0.06                         | 0.01                 | 0                | 0.00–1.06        |
|                   | Onc CK | CDX2 | CD45      | 18-Oct            | 20.27            | 7.64                        | 2.65               | 14.5             | 0.00–1138.28     |

For all mCRC samples, total rare-event (total cells and oncosomes) detection had a median of 287.46 (mean 387.74 ± 75.33) events/mL. For ND samples, total rare-event detection had a median of 40.05 (mean 49.96 ± 4.18) events/mL. A significant difference was observed between the mCRC patients and ND ($p < 0.0001$; Figure 1D).

Rare cells comprised 58.25% of the total rare-event profile from the Landscape-stained mCRC samples. The rare cells detected in mCRC patient samples were highly heterogeneous in their signal expression and morphology (Figure 1E,F). Total rare-cell detection for the mCRC samples had a median of 124.66 (mean 224.80 ± 51.55) cells/mL. The ND samples presented with a median rare-cell detection of 34.46 (mean 43.21 ± 3.94) cells/mL. A significant difference in total rare-cell detection was observed between the mCRC patients and ND samples ($p = 0.0112$).
Figure 1. Landscape-stained samples analyzed by OCULAR. (A) Representative gallery from the metastatic colorectal cancer (mCRC) cohort showing the morphological heterogeneity of the detected rare events. DAPI: blue, cytokeratin (CK): red, Vim: white, CD45/CD31: green. Events from each of the 10 patients are represented in the gallery. The five oncosomes displayed are bordered by yellow boxes. Events are ordered by decreasing CK signal intensity. Images taken at 400× magnification. Scale bars represent 10 µm. (B) Rare-event enumeration (events/mL) and (C) frequency (%) per patient and draw. (D) Enumeration comparison of Draw 1 mCRC and normal donor samples ordered by statistical significance. Symbols indicate outliers. The first 8 classifications from the left are different between mCRC and normal donors (p < 0.05). (E) Cellular area and (F) cellular eccentricity per rare-event classification detected in the mCRC cohort.

Total CK-positive events were detected with a median of 45.41 (mean 169.66 ± 46.65) events/mL from all mCRC samples. The ND samples had a median of 12.39 (mean 18.96 ± 2.70) CK-positive events/mL. There was a statistically significant difference in total CK-positive cell population constituted 75.47% of all the rare cells. Epi.CTCs were detected with a median of 3.55 (mean 57.00 ± 36.36) cells/mL from mCRC patient samples, which is a significantly higher incidence compared to ND samples (p = 0.0070). Epi.CTCs were only identified in 7 of 18 mCRC samples, with 2 samples containing 92.58% of the total cohort’s population. This speaks to the limited frequency of CK-only CTCs in the liquid biopsy of mCRC, here using approximately 0.5 mL of PB. Similarly, Mes.CTCs were only found in 6 of 18 samples and with a median of 1.40 (mean 7.60 ± 1.40) cells/mL in the mCRC cohort. There was not a significant difference in the Mes.CTC count between the mCRC and ND samples. The CK|Vim|CD45/CD31 cells were the most frequent rare cell across the mCRC cohort, but no statistically significance difference was detected between the mCRC and ND samples.
Other detectable rare cells in the mCRC samples included morphologically distinct CD45/CD31-only (median 8.05; mean 10.29 ± 2.44), DAPI-only (median 10.84; mean 13.69 ± 2.90), Vim-only (median 7.30; mean 6.64 ± 1.27) and Vim | CD45/CD31 (median 7.79, mean 24.52 ± 8.73) cells/mL. The DAPI-only cells were detected at a higher prevalence in mCRC samples compared to the ND samples ($p = 0.0047$).

Two morphologically distinct cell types were identified as unique subsets of their broader channel-type classifications. The first was the large, morphologically distinct CD45/CD31 cell population shown in Figure 2A. As a subset of the CD45/CD31 channel-type classification, this cell type was found in 9 of the cohort’s 18 samples (Figure 2B). Their distinction highlights the importance of morphological analysis that goes beyond channel-type classifications. The cells of interest possess a punctate CD45/CD31 signal, which is distinct from the diffuse CD45/CD31 signal that typifies the surrounding WBCs. Notable morphometrics quantitatively distinguish this cell group from common WBCs with a larger cell size, larger nuclear size, and higher cellular eccentricity. Even within this category, there is heterogeneity, evidenced by the varying shapes and the nuclear-to-membrane ratios of the cells. These cells are hypothesized to be megakaryocytes.

Figure 2. Select rare-event populations in the Landscape-stained metastatic colorectal cancer (mCRC) samples. (A) Panel gallery images of the large, morphologically distinct CD45/CD31 cells. (B) Large, morphologically distinct CD45/CD31 cell enumeration per patient and draw. (C) Panel gallery images of the morphologically distinct Vim | CD45/CD31 cells with variable cytokeratin (CK) expression. (D) Morphologically distinct Vim | CD45/CD31 cells with variable CK expression enumeration per patient and draw. (E) Panel gallery images of the oncosome population with differential signal expression (F) Oncosome enumeration by channel classifications per patient and draw. Images are taken at 400× magnification. Scale bars represent 10 µm.
The second rare-cell group of interest consists of morphologically distinct Vim | CD45/CD31 cells with variable CK expression, as shown in Figure 2C. These cells are found in 11 of 18 samples and across both draws (Figure 2D). The samples from Patient 4 contain the vast majority (81.37%) of the morphologically distinct Vim | CD45/CD31 cells detected in this cohort. The image analysis of these cells revealed a filamentous Vim signal along with a punctate CD45/CD31 signal. The variable CK expression in signal intensity and appearance suggests that there are additional subtypes within this cell type. A total of 45.60% of the total morphologically distinct Vim | CD45/CD31 cell population is CK-positive. Further observation highlights heterogeneous CK expression within the CK-positive subtype, epitomized by the punctate and filamentous signal on the second and third cell of Figure 2C respectively. Beyond the analysis of the IF signal, 35.95% of the morphologically distinct Vim | CD45/CD31 cells found in this cohort are found clustered near one another (bottom of Figure 2C). Additional key morphometrics that distinguish this cell population from surrounding WBCs include a large cell size and eccentric cellular membrane. These cells are hypothesized to be endothelial cells.

In addition to the rare-cell groups, OCULAR identified a sizeable population of oncosomes. Oncosomes accounted for 41.75% of the rare events in the Landscape-stained samples. Morphologically, these vesicles ranged up to the size of neighboring WBCs (~10 µm) and were present in the cellular fraction of blood after centrifugation. As Figure 2E depicts, these vesicles were found in contact with adjacent nucleated cells and in isolation, with 51.09% of this cohort’s oncosome population belonging to the latter. Furthermore, their IF signal was diffuse, suggesting an evenly distributed expression across the vesicle. The oncosomes expressing CK were generally the most prevalent (Figure 2F). As the most common subtype, all 18 samples were positive for Onc CK with a median of 6.64 (mean 71.59 ± 38.39) events/mL. The Onc CK | Vim | CD45/CD31 was positive in 16 of 18 samples and had a median of 34.32 (mean 55.37 ± 16.22) events/mL. The Onc CK | Vim was also present in 16 of 18 samples, with a median of 7.38 (mean 32.72 ± 13.64) events/mL. The Onc CK | Vim | CD45/CD31 and Onc CK | Vim counts were found to be highly positively correlated (p = 0.002, τ = 0.68).

In comparison to the mCRC and ND samples, 6 specific channel-type rare-event classifications were statistically distinct across the cohorts (Figure 1D). Three of the significantly different channel-type classifications were rare cells that were detected at a higher prevalence in mCRC samples compared to the ND: Epi.CTC (p = 0.0023), DAPI only (p = 0.0494) and CD45/CD31 (p = 0.0004). Three oncosome channel-type classifications were observed at greater numbers in the mCRC patient samples compared to the ND samples: Onc CK (p = 0.0001), Onc CK | Vim (p < 0.0001) and Onc CK | Vim | CD45/CD31 (p < 0.0001).

3.2. Analysis of the CDX2-Targeted Protocol

To complement the vast heterogeneity of rare events across the epithelial, mesenchymal and endothelial cell types presented in the Landscape protocol, the CDX2-targeted protocol was utilized to specifically interrogate and identify circulating rare events of colorectal origin. Slides from the same PB tubes were stained with the CDX2-targeted protocol and analyzed by OCULAR, allowing for a sample-matched study design across two IF assays. All rare-event frequencies, enumerations and sample positivity (≥5 events/mL) from the CDX2-targeted protocol are reported in Table 1. A representative subset of the rare-cell and oncosome populations are displayed in Figure 3A, with enumerations and frequencies of the channel-type classifications in Figure 3B,C. Further analysis of the CDX2-targeted cohort by HDSCA’s first generation CK-focused approach is depicted in Supplemental Table S1, Figures S2 and S3.

Rare cells comprised 52.10% of the total rare-event profile from the CDX2-targeted protocol. From the OCULAR analysis, the total CK-positive cell population across all 18 samples had a median of 108.74 (mean 288.43 ± 119.17) cells/mL. The image analysis of the CK-positive cell groups revealed extensive heterogeneity between and within the channel-type classifications. The consistency of the IF signal across the cells of interest
varies within categories. Morphological differences were also observed between cells of the same channel type.

Figure 3. CDX2-targeted samples analyzed by OCULAR. (A) Representative rare-event gallery. DAPI: blue, cytokeratin (CK): red, CDX2: white, CD45: green. Events from each of the 10 patients are represented in the gallery. The eight oncosomes displayed are bordered by yellow boxes. Events are ordered by decreasing CK intensity. Images taken at 100× magnification. Scale bar for all images is shown in the bottom right cell, representing 10 µm. (B) Enumeration (events/mL) of each channel classification per patient and draw. (C) Frequency (%) of each channel classification per patient and draw.

With the added CDX2 marker, we were able to evaluate CTCs for their potential colorectal origin. CDX2-positive CTCs or CDX2,CTCs (also referred to as CK|CDX2 in Table 1) were found in 14 of 18 samples, but not in high frequencies, only constituting 2.52% of the total rare-event profile. The first three images from the top left of Figure 3A are representative of this cell type, and, as the gallery shows, these CDX2,CTCs were also found clustered together.

Beyond the CK-positive populations, additional rare cell types were prominent across the CDX2-stained samples: DAPI-only, CDX2-only, CD45-only and CDX2|CD45 classifications (Table 1). The CK-negative rare-cell population detected by OCULAR was positive in all 18 samples, with a median of 87.13 (mean 109.98 ± 18.58) cells/mL. Among this group, a subset of large and eccentric cells with punctate CDX2 expression and sizeable nuclei (see the bottom row of Figure 3A) were found in 11 of the 18 samples. Lastly, all 18 of samples were positive for DAPI-only rare cells, with a median of 45.29 (mean 63.72 ± 12.80) cells/mL using the CDX2-targeted protocol.

3.3. Multi-Assay Analysis

A multi-assay comparison was conducted on samples stained both with the CDX2-targeted and Landscape IF protocols. An analysis of the rare-event enumerations from both staining protocols with matched samples revealed various positive and negative correlations between channel-type classifications (Figure 4A). Specific rare cell types were found in various samples, with a subset of large and eccentric cells with punctate CDX2 expression and sizeable nuclei (see the bottom row of Figure 3A) were found in 11 of the 18 samples. Lastly, all 18 of samples were positive for DAPI-only rare cells, with a median of 45.29 (mean 63.72 ± 12.80) cells/mL using the CDX2-targeted protocol.
detected by both IF protocols were positively correlated, such as the DAPI-only cells ($p = 0.032, \tau = 0.51$) and the CK-only cells ($p = 0.018, \tau = 0.55$). Similar positive correlations were found among the aggregate classifications, including the oncosomes ($p = 0.003, \tau = 0.65$) and total CK-positive rare-event population ($p = 0.006, \tau = 0.62$). A positive association between rare events that differ by one unshared biomarker between the stains potentially indicates a single rare-event type. An example of this is the CK-only cell counts from the Landscape-staining protocol being positively associated with the CK|CDX2 cells from the CDX2 IF protocol ($p = 0.029, \tau = 0.51$). A similar pattern was observed within the oncosome population, with the Onc CK|Vim being positively correlated to the Onc CK|CDX2 ($p < 0.001, \tau = 0.82$). The significant negative correlations across the assays included the DAPI-only cells from Landscape-staining protocol and the CK|CD45 cells from the CDX2 IF protocol ($p = 0.029, \tau = -0.51$). Interestingly, if selected for rarity, the CD45/CD31 population from the Landscape-staining protocol was uncorrelated with the CD45 population from the CDX2-staining protocol ($p = 0.645, \tau = 0.12$), indicating that the differential IF expression was likely due to the addition of the CD31 biomarker.

Figure 4. Cont.
Figure 4. Multi-assay analysis of the Landscape and CDX2-targeted immunofluorescence (IF) assays analyzed by OCULAR. (A) Statistically significant \((p \leq 0.05)\) rare-event-count correlations across the two IF assays, with the red-to-blue color gradient indicating a negative-to-positive correlation, respectively. (B) Cluster occupancy of the rare cells identified by the CDX2-targeted and Landscape stains when using the 8-group hierarchical clustering model. (C) t-Stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) plot of the 8 cell clusters comprised of rare cells from both stains, as indicated by the markers’ shape. (D) Representative gallery of the 8 clusters with cells from both assays. Each row represents a cluster with a cell from the CDX2-targeted protocol on the left and a cell from the Landscape protocol on the right. Images taken at 100 × magnification. Scale bars represent 100 µm.

OCULAR presents morphometrics related to the size and shape of the cell and nucleus. A clustering analysis of the morphometric features was conducted to characterize the rare-event types across the two IF staining protocols, improving our understanding of the analytes in liquid biopsy. Hierarchical clustering into eight groups afforded the most discrete separation of the hypothesized megakaryocytes and endothelial cells. It is important to note that these highlighted rare cell types are not entirely separated into their own clusters, indicating the morphological heterogeneity within the cell categories. The distribution of cells from both IF staining protocols into the eight clusters and representative images are provided in Figure 4B–D. Table 2 provides a description of each cluster.
Table 2. Cellular description for the multi-assay cluster analysis. Cluster occupancy of the rare cells identified by the CDX2-targeted and Landscape staining protocols when using the 8-group hierarchical clustering model for multi-assay analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster Number</th>
<th>Cluster Comments</th>
<th>Cells from Landscape</th>
<th>Comments from Landscape</th>
<th>Cells from CDX2-Targeted</th>
<th>Comments from CDX2-Targeted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Heterogeneous phenotype with cellular morphology similar to WBCs</td>
<td>1605</td>
<td>Most prominent: CK|Vim|CD45|CD31</td>
<td>1903</td>
<td>Most prominent: CK|CDX2|CD45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Includes endothelial cells</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>Morphologically distinct Vim|CD45|CD31 cells with variable CK expression</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>64 (22%) DAPI-only, 67 (23%) CK and 34 (12%) CK|CDX2 cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Large nuclei, more eccentric than cluster 5</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>101 (66%) DAPI-only, 11 (7%) morphologically distinct CD45|CD31 expressing cells</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>279 (85%) DAPI-only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Includes megakaryocytes</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25 (83%) morphologically distinct CD45|CD31-expressing cells, 5 (17%) small rod-like CD45|CD31-expressing cells</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>DAPI-only and CDX2-only with similar large morphology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Large nuclei, more circular than cluster 3</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>15 (44%) DAPI-only</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>191 (95%) DAPI-only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>CK only CTCs</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>219 (90%) Epi.CTCs</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>265 (88%) CK and 29 (10%) CK|CDX2 cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Includes endothelial cells</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>84 (63%) morphologically distinct Vim|CD45|CD31 cells with variable CK expression</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>80 (86%) CK only. Morphologically distinct from cluster 6, more elongated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Includes megakaryocytes</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Morphologically distinct CD45|CD31 cells with variable CK and Vim expression</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Large, morphologically distinct cells with punctate CDX2 expression</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4. Clinical Correlation of Liquid-Biopsy Data

Next, we investigated the clinical relevance of the rare events detected in the liquid biopsy. PFS was reported for nine of the ten patients (mean PFS = 6.98 months). A survival analysis of the rare events identified by the Landscape assay in Draw 1 samples revealed a positive correlation between the number of Onc CK\|CD45\|CD31 and PFS ($p = 0.0372$, $\tau = 0.70$), as patients with $\geq 2.21$ oncosomes/mL had an improved survival (Figure 5A). A similar analysis of the populations identified by the CDX2-targeted assay in Draw 2 samples revealed two rare-event types negatively associated with PFS: CK\|CD45 cells ($p = 0.0362$, $\tau = -0.77$) and Onc CK ($p = 0.0068$, $\tau = -0.89$). Patients with $\geq 20.61$ CK\|CD45 cells/mL or $\geq 11.57$ Onc CK/mL had poor survival (Figure 5B).

Beyond timepoint-static enumerations, the rare-event kinetics (Figure 5C,D), defined as the change in rare-event subtypes between draws, were significantly associated with PFS. Of the nine patients with survival data, two were missing Draw 2; therefore, only seven patients were included in the kinetics survival analysis. The changes in the CK\|CDX2\|CD45 cells ($p = 0.0068$, $\tau = 0.89$) and the Onc CK\|Vim\|CD45\|CD31 ($p = 0.0025$, $\tau = 0.93$) were significantly associated with PFS.
Figure 5. Survival analysis of rare events from the Landscape- and CDX2-targeted immunofluorescence protocols. (A) Kaplan-Meier (KM) curve showing that patients with more than the median of 2.21 Onc CK|CD45/CD31/mL found in Draw 1 by the Landscape protocol had longer progression-free survival (PFS). (B) KM curve showing two rare events with survival implications found in Draw 2 by the CDX2-targeted protocol. Patients with more than the median of 20.61 CK|CD45 cells/mL or more than the median of 11.57 Onc CK/mL had shorter PFS. (C) Rare-event kinetics between Draw 1 and Draw 2 analyzed with the CDX2-targeted protocol, ordered from longest to shortest PFS. (D) Rare-event kinetics between Draw 1 and Draw 2 analyzed with the Landscape protocol, ordered from longest to shortest PFS. (E) KM curve showing that patients with a change of $\geq -1.84$ CK|CDX2|CD45 cells/mL from the CDX2-targeted protocol had longer PFS. (F) KM curve
4. Discussion

As a minimally invasive approach, the liquid biopsy has the potential to significantly advance patient care by addressing current clinical challenges in mCRC. In this study, we show a comprehensive profile of the liquid biopsy that encapsulates the heterogeneous CTC and oncosome populations while providing the initial clinical validation of the liquid biopsy in mCRC patients.

This study corroborates findings of a limited CK-only CTC population in mCRC [25–27]. mCRC is known for its extensive solid tumor heterogeneity, and herein, we show interpatient and intrapatient heterogeneity in the circulating rare-event population. The Landscape protocol aided in the phenotypic characterization of morphologically distinct cell types, allowing for the detection of new rare-cell populations, such as circulating endothelial cells (CECs). Initially identified in the 1970s [60], CEC counts have been shown to be elevated in the liquid biopsy of cancer patients [61]. In mCRC, tumor-derived CECs have been used as a prognostic indicator of clinical response to first-line therapies [62] and patient survival [41,42]. Interestingly, a previous investigation targeting CTCs in CRC instead discovered tumor-derived CEC clusters that starkly differentiated normal donors, treatment-naïve and early-stage patients [63]. The detection of clinically significant CECs while attempting to find CTCs highlights the importance of using an unbiased rare-cell approach to capturing the heterogeneity in the liquid biopsy of mCRC. In this study, the morphologically distinct Vim|CD45/CD31 cells with variable CK expression were found individually and in clusters. Based on their morphology and biomarker expression, we expect that these cells are CECs. While downstream proteomics and genomics are needed to confirm this cell lineage, the filamentous Vim and punctate CD45/CD31 signal captured by the Landscape IF protocol are characteristic of endothelial cells [64,65]. HDSCA has previously identified CECs in the liquid biopsy, the likes of which present a similar morphology and biomarker expression pattern [33].

We additionally identified large, morphologically distinct CD45/CD31 cells in the mCRC samples that appear to be multilobular with sizeable nuclei and punctate cytoplasmic expression. Such cellular features lead us to hypothesize that these events are megakaryocytes. These platelet-producing cells derived from the bone marrow are positive in CD31, have a granular cytoplasm and are large, with up to a 160 µm diameter [66]. Found either in the solid tumor microenvironment or in circulation, megakaryocytes have shown to have prognostic potential in prostate [67] and non-small-cell lung cancer [68]. While platelet indices have served as diagnostic biomarkers in mCRC [69], the novel identification of potential megakaryocytes in this cancer type could have significant clinical implications even in the absence of direct platelet detection. Future studies should characterize these megakaryocyte candidates with downstream proteomics to confirm their lineage and to compare their enumerations to patient-specific clinical factors and survival. This unique cell type further exemplifies the heterogeneity of the circulating cell profile of mCRC and highlights the power of rare-event detection systems to represent it.

This study demonstrates that the utility of the liquid biopsy is not limited to cellular events, emphasizing the importance of detecting vesicles. Vesicles have been described and classified according to the mechanism of cellular release and size, which may be dependent on the method of detection or isolation [44,70]. Oncosomes comprised a significant portion of the rare-event profiles from both the CDX2-targeted and Landscape assays in mCRC patient samples. HDSCA has previously identified oncosomes with similar size and biomarker expression in prostate cancer [46], bladder cancer [48] and upper tract urothelial carcinoma [51], suggesting that these events may be found in a variety of cancer types. Most importantly, oncosome enumerations from both IF protocols correlated with PFS in this cohort. The kinetics of a Landscape-stained oncosome population also correlated significantly with PFS, pointing to the importance of enumerating these analytes over time. The potential for making diagnoses, prognoses and subsequent treatment decisions based on oncosomes, especially in a cancer type like mCRC that does not widely present CK-only CTCs, warrants further studies to molecularly characterize these events.
Herein, we show that oncosomes associated with mCRC tumorigenesis may be useful prognostic biomarkers.

Predicated on this study’s sample-matched design, the multi-assay analysis is a novel attempt to overlap IF protocols using the shared features of an unbiased rare-event detection platform. The successful grouping of known cell types into delineated clusters, such as the Epi.CTCs in cluster 6, serves as a proof of concept for applications in a larger cohort. Using only image-based morphometrics, the multi-assay analysis increases the number of evaluable IF biomarkers for a single sample, while maintaining a low monetary cost relative to single-cell proteomics. Cluster 4 best depicts the value of additional biomarkers in understanding the cellular biology. Using the Landscape assay, we detected megakaryocytes with a CD45/CD31-positive signal, while in the CDX2-targeted assay, we detected megakaryocyte-like cells that presented a CDX2-positive but CD45-negative signal. The shared feature analysis allowed for the identification of these cells as similar and the observation of CDX2 antibody binding to these cells. A multi-assay approach is uniquely suited for rare-event analysis, wherein thresholds from multiple IF protocols conducted in tandem could demonstrate the clinical utility of the liquid biopsy.

Phenotypic switches are fundamental to CRC initiation, metastasis and relapse [71–73], thus requiring longitudinal prognostic tools and changing therapies to target the continuously evolving cell types. The minimally invasive liquid biopsy has the potential to address this challenge, and we show initial evidence for clinical utility. The molecular characterization of the rare events detected in this study will elucidate their potential role in mCRC tumorigenesis. The HDSCA3.0 workflow includes the capability for genomic analysis, both SNV (single-nucleotide variation) and CNV (copy-number variation), for both single cells and cell-free DNA (cfDNA) [74–76], as well as targeted multiplexed proteomic analysis [38,75] on samples previously characterized at the morphological and phenotypic level by IF. The data presented here serves to motivate further genomic and/or proteomic analysis of the CTCs and oncosomes detected to validate their neoplastic origin and association with the disease state.

Additional studies are needed with a greater patient sample size, PB draws from multiple timepoints throughout treatment and patient-specific clinical information (KRAS/NRAS status, TNM staging, etc.) to provide the prognostic, diagnostic and predictive utility of the liquid biopsy in the management of mCRC.

5. Conclusions

As one of the world’s most prevalent oncological diseases, mCRC poses numerous clinical challenges due to its extensive tumor heterogeneity. This study establishes evidence for the clinical validation of an unbiased rare-event approach to the liquid biopsy. For the first time, we demonstrate the value of a comprehensive CTC and oncosome detection approach in the PB of mCRC. Our results highlight the heterogeneity of the liquid-biopsy profile with the identification of rare-event frequencies unique to mCRC patients. By analyzing both IF expression patterns and morphological parameters, we identify two select rare cell types that warrant future study into their implications in mCRC. Furthermore, we demonstrate the utility of analyzing multiple IF assays in tandem to characterize the heterogeneous populations detected. These findings motivate the further molecular characterization of these analytes and investigation into their predictive power with respect to patient outcomes in mCRC.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/cancers14194891/s1, Figure S1. Enumeration of the rare events detected in the Landscape-stained ND samples analyzed by OCULAR. Table S1. Rare-event frequencies, enumerations, and sample positivity from the enrichment-based and OCULAR analysis of the samples stained with the CDX2-targeted assay. The sample positivity threshold of ≥5 events/mL was determined by comparisons to the rare-event enumerations of an ND cohort. Within each detection approach, the frequency of each classification is provided as a percentage of the total rare-event profile. Figure S2. CK-positive rare events from the CDX2-stained samples analyzed by OCULAR.
(A) Cells positioned on the edge of frames that are intentionally removed by the quality-control process in OCULAR, representative of the 2.04% non-concordance group between the two detection approaches. Frame edges are indicated by the dashed white lines. (B) CK-positive cells, containing representative HD-CTC, CTC-Apoptotic and two CTC-Small candidates as per the CK-focused approach. (C) CK|CDX2 cells, containing a CTC cluster, cells with a dim CK signal, and eccentric rare cells. (D) CK|CD45 cells with varying CD45 expression. (E) CK|CDX2|CD45 cells. (F) Heterogenous CK positive oncosomes. DAPI: blue, CK: red, CDX2: white, CD45: green. Images taken at 100× magnification. Scale bars represent 10 μm. Figure S3. CDX2-stained samples rare-event enumeration using HDSCA1.0. (A) Enumeration (CTCs/ml) of each CTC subtype using the CTC-focused approach per patient and draw. (B) Frequency (%) of each CTC subtype using the CTC-focused approach per patient and draw.
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Physicochemical models of protein–DNA binding with standard and modified base pairs

Tsu-Pei Chiū, Satyanarayan Rao, and Remo Rohs

DNA-binding proteins play important roles in various cellular processes, but the mechanisms by which proteins recognize genomic target sites remain incompletely understood. Functional groups at the edges of the base pairs (bp) exposed in the DNA grooves represent physicochemical signatures. As these signatures enable proteins to form specific contacts between protein residues and bp, their study can provide mechanistic insights into protein–DNA interactions, that can determine DNA binding—such as X-ray crystallography—can reveal such mechanisms based on physicochemical interactions between proteins and their DNA target sites. However, the low throughput of structural biology methods limits mechanistic insights for selection of many genomic sites. High-throughput binding assays enable prediction of potential target sites by determining relative binding affinities of a protein to massive numbers of DNA sequences. Many currently available computational methods are based on the sequence of standard Watson–Crick bp. They assume that the contribution of overall binding affinity is independent for each base pair, or alternatively include dinucleotides or short k-mers. These methods cannot directly expand to physicochemical contacts, and they are not suitable to apply to DNA modifications or non-Watson–Crick bp. These variations include DNA methylation, and synthetic or mismatched bp. The proposed method, DeepRec, can predict relative binding affinities as function of physicochemical signatures and the effect of DNA methylation or other chemical modifications on binding. Sequence-based modeling methods are in comparison a coarse-grain description and cannot achieve such insights. Our chemistry-based modeling framework provides a path towards understanding genome function at a mechanistic level.

DNA-binding proteins selectively bind to their genomic binding sites and regulate various cellular processes. This selective binding occurs when the DNA-binding domain of a gene regulatory protein, a transcription factor (TF), recognizes its binding site by reading physicochemical signatures at the base-pair (bp) edges (Fig. 1 A). These physicochemical signatures, consisting of hydrogen bond (H-bond) acceptors, H-bond donors, methyl groups, and nonpolar hydrogen atoms, are exposed on the surface of the DNA major and minor grooves (Fig. 1B) and allow protein residues to form a series of chemical contacts, including H-bonds, water-mediated H-bonds, and hydrophobic interactions (1).

Structural information from TF–DNA complexes provides insight into specific mechanisms used by a TF to recognize DNA targets (2–5). One example for highly specific binding occurs with arginine, which recognizes guanine through a bidentate interaction—forming two adjacent H-bonds—often contributing significantly to TF–DNA binding specificity (4, 6). In addition, protein residues can employ hydrophobic interactions to differentiate nucleotides, for example thymine versus cytosine (7–9). In some cases, structural deviations from a B-form double helix increase accessibility of DNA binding interactions, or mismatched bp. The proposed method, DeepRec, can predict relative binding affinities as function of physicochemical signatures and the effect of DNA methylation or other chemical modifications on binding. Sequence-based modeling methods are in comparison a coarse-grain description and cannot achieve such insights. Our chemistry-based modeling framework provides a path towards understanding genome function at a mechanistic level.

The Watson–Crick sequence model enables a simplified representation of DNA wherein four letters, A, C, G, and T, describe the chemical identities and orientations of all possible nucleotide pairs. In this coarse-grained model, each letter describes an assembly of over 60 atoms. However, the atomic composition of a nucleotide pair can be altered by chemical modifications, different base-pairing geometries, or mismatches. As only a few atoms contribute to binding specificity, we propose that compared to a sequence model, a chemistry-based model that directly encodes protein–DNA contacts may more robustly capture the chemical variations of DNA. We introduce models that directly and precisely represent physicochemical readout, which is, importantly, not restricted to standard Watson–Crick base pairs.
independently contributes to the overall binding affinity (22, 23). To describe interdependent contributions between nucleotides, more complex modeling methods have been developed (24–26). Nevertheless, none of these methods directly infers chemical interactions of amino acids in DNA grooves that are essential for binding specificity.

Physicochemical signatures of conventional DNA bases (Fig. 1C) can be altered by modifying a chemical group. These signatures constitute an important layer of reprogrammable information in DNA (Fig. 1D). For example, the chemical signatures of 5mCpG dinucleotides where cytosine is methylated at the 5-carbon position can be recognized by the methyl-CpG-binding domain protein that recruits histone deacetylases and promotes local chromatin condensation to regulate transcription (27). Non-Watson–Crick bp, such as Hoogsteen (6, 28) (Fig. 1E), synthetic (29) (Fig. 1F), and mismatched (30) (Fig. 1G) bp, represent unique physicochemical signatures in DNA. These unique bp introduce new layers of complexity and possibly influence TF–DNA recognition. For example, mismatched DNA can be recognized by a specific class of TFs that acts as a repair barrier to increase the mutation rate and thereby regulate cellular replication and repair processes (30–32). Mismatched bp have recently also been reported to play a role in the CRISPR-Cas9 gene editing system (33). Investigating how these non-standard physicochemical signatures affect binding specificity is an important step toward understanding the binding mechanisms. However, existing methods are difficult to apply to DNA modifications or non-Watson–Crick bp, due to a potential overfitting problem as a result of one-hot encoding with expanded alphabets representing such non-standard bp.

Here, we introduce DeepRec (Deep Recognition for TF–DNA binding), a deep-learning-based method that integrates two convolutional neural network (CNN) modules for extracting the pattern of physicochemical signatures in the major and minor grooves of DNA. Each CNN module extracts nonlinear spatial context among physicochemical signatures of bp to mine potential insights beyond DNA sequence. We use a grid hyperparameter search to find a combination of hyperparameters, which yields an optimal model to minimize a predefined loss function on a given dataset. To reduce the error introduced by an individual predictive model, we performed ensemble training with multiple random seeds and average the contribution of each physicochemical signature. DeepRec integrates a forward perturbation-based interpretative approach that highlights the important physicochemical signatures for deciphering binding mechanisms. This method aims to reveal important physicochemical patterns recognized by TFs and further explain biological insights that cannot be elucidated by sequence-based models. Such a chemistry-based approach is necessary, given the increasing evidence for the biological importance of various chemical modifications of DNA in gene regulation, cellular function, and disease.

Fig. 1. Physicochemical signatures of base pairs (bp) characterized by a set of chemical groups at bp edges in the major or minor groove. (A) Schematic showing that the DNA binding domain of a TF recognizes DNA physicochemical signatures, including an H-bond acceptor (red), H-bond donor (blue), methyl group (yellow), and nonpolar hydrogen (gray). (B) Schematic view demonstrating the standard and expanded physicochemical signatures in DNA major and minor grooves. Labels ‘Pos1-4’ (major groove) and ‘Pos1-3’ (minor groove) indicate positions of physicochemical groups at various bp. In addition to (C) standard Watson–Crick bp signatures, additional unique signatures are introduced by (D) DNA modifications, (E) Hoogsteen bp, (F) synthetic nucleotides, and (G) mismatched bp. 5-methylcytosine (5mC)/G and 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC)/G modifications carry unique signatures in the major groove by an additional methyl or hydroxymethyl group on the 5-position of cytosine, respectively. Methylation on the 4-position of the cytosine pyrimidine ring (N4-methylcytosine, 4mC) and on the 6-position of the adenine purine ring (N6-methyladenine, 6mA) create alternate unique signatures in the major groove. Hoogsteen bp flip their purines and exhibit different physicochemical patterns in the major or minor groove. Hachimoji DNA is composed of four synthetic bases (P, Z, S, B). The Z/P bp has a unique pattern in the major groove, whereas the S/B bp has a unique pattern in the minor groove. Mismatched bp can change the number of H-bonds in the base-pairing geometry. For example, the T/G bp increases by one H-bond, and the T/C bp loses one H-bond acceptor.
Results and Discussion

Description of the DeepRec Framework. The framework of DeepRec consists of two parallel CNN modules to extract binding patterns from physicochemical signatures in the DNA major and minor groove, respectively (Fig. 2A). A joint layer combines patterns extracted from the two CNN modules, and a hidden layer further discovers higher-level binding patterns (Fig. 2A). The model is capable of characterizing the relative affinities of all binding sites by building a predictive model based on high-throughput experimental data.

We introduce a new encoding method that has a contact-based representation in the context of TF–DNA recognition in comparison to the widely adopted one-hot encoding method for DNA sequences (A, C, T, and G). Our method encodes physicochemical signatures in the major and minor grooves with respect to their defined positions into two-dimensional features or images that contain geometric relationships among physicochemical signatures (Fig. 1B) (1). The CNN modules keep the original structure of the input and extract the spatial context of the physicochemical signatures to identify binding patterns. This information might be neglected by sequence-based models that consider DNA as a one-dimensional string of letters, likely assuming that the features of DNA bp are independent of each other. The hidden layer models the higher-order interactions between patterns implicitly. In this way, our method is able to mine spatial and nonlinear information from the physicochemical space.

Compared to the one-hot sequence-encoding scheme, our method provides a fundamental description of the actual molecular interactions between TFs and DNA, and it retains the dependency between bp based on the physicochemical signatures at their major and minor groove edges. For example, the only difference between cytosine and 5-methylcytosine (5mC) is a methyl group at one major-groove position (Fig. 1B). One-hot sequence encoding assumes that all nucleotides are independent, which might lead to loss of information about nucleotide interdependence. Specifically, the dependency of unmethylated, fully methylated, and hemimethylated CpG bp steps varies in different degrees. Such variable dependency cannot be represented by independent letters in a one-hot sequence-encoding scheme.

Another advantage of our new encoding scheme is that the encoding of physicochemical signatures does not need to be expanded when introducing diverse nucleotide types, such as those from chemical DNA modifications, or from Hoogsteen (6, 28), synthetic (29), or mismatched bp (30). By contrast, the one-hot sequence-encoding scheme must expand the feature dimension, and a massive yet sparse encoding matrix is more likely to lead to an overfitting issue when modeling the data.

We use deep learning techniques to infer model parameters. Our training pipeline alleviates the need for manual parameter adjustment by automatically tuning several calibration parameters through threefold cross-validation (Fig. 2D). With the tuned parameters, we perform ensemble training with multiple random seeds and filter out low-performance models (Fig. 2C). DeepRec utilizes a forward perturbation-based approach to calculate the binding difference between the presence and absence of a chemical group at a given position, regardless of nucleotide sequence (Fig. 2D). To visualize the binding preferences of an individual TF, DeepRec introduces a new visualization of physicochemical signatures using physicochemical energy logos (Fig. 2E). The package is available on GitHub (https://github.com/TsuPeiChiu/DeepRec).

![Workflow of the DeepRec prediction framework. (A) The stages of convolution, rectifying, pooling, and neural networks predict binding affinities based on major and minor groove positions (Pos) for each input sample. During the training phase, back-propagation stages simultaneously update all trainable parameters to improve prediction accuracy. The entire process starts from (B) a hyperparameter search that randomly chooses 100 parameter combinations in hyperparameter space and performs threefold cross-validation on the training set. The parameter combination with the highest average $r^2$ is used for (C) ensemble training with 100 random seeds ($s_1$ to $s_{100}$) and results in 100 models ($W_1$ to $W_{100}$). Models of the top 50 performers in $r^2$ are tested on held-out validation sets and used for (D) interpretation. The delta value ($\Delta$) is the gap between relative binding affinities when a specific physicochemical signature is or is not present. (E) The average of delta values ($\Delta_1$ to $\Delta_{50}$) over the 50 models is used for calculation of the physicochemical energy logos.](https://github.com/TsuPeiChiu/DeepRec)
In this study, we demonstrated and validated our physicochemical encoding scheme of DNA for the TFs MAX, MEF2B, p53, ATF4, and C/EBPβ. We selected these TFs based on the primary consideration that they have representative binding mechanisms, and they each have available high-quality high-throughput experimental data and corresponding co-crystal structures. In terms of binding mechanisms, MAX binds to the DNA major groove with several types of H-bonding (34). MEF2B is known for its essential minor groove binding (35). p53 recognizes its DNA binding site as a protein tetramer and through an interplay of base and shape readout (6). Finally, ATF4 binds to a CpG dinucleotide through the mechanism of thymine mimicry (36). All these systems have SELEX-seq experimental data that characterize a full range of TF-binding affinities for model training and corresponding co-crystal structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) for validation (37).

**DeepRec Predicts DNA Contacts in TF-DNA Binding.** Experimentally determined structures of TF–DNA complexes provide critical insights into binding mechanisms. By observing the number and geometry of H-bonds as well as hydrophobic contacts between protein residues and bp, one can understand how proteins use their unique readout mechanisms to achieve DNA-binding specificity. However, co-crystal structures are available for relatively few TFs and are typically limited to complexes in which a protein or its DNA-binding domain binds to a single DNA sequence. Moreover, crystal-packing contacts near the binding site, variations of side-chain rotamers, and the presence of low-electron-density polar hydrogens can limit attempts to identify a binding contact. DeepRec leverages large data generated from high-throughput binding assays and enables the prediction of physicochemical readout from sequencing data. In this way, DeepRec has the potential to confirm and reveal unknown binding mechanisms without the requirement of solving a structure.

We first targeted the widely studied human helix–loop–helix (bHLH) protein MAX, which preferentially recognizes a subset of enhancer-box (E-box) sequences (38). We trained DeepRec on MAX SELEX-seq data (39), interpreted the model using DNA physicochemical energy logos (Fig. 3A), and compared predicted logos with sequence logos (Fig. 3B) and TF contacts within a MAX–DNA co-crystal structure (PDB ID 5EYO) (34) (Fig. 3C-E). We observed two prominent H-bond acceptors (denoted as ‘A’s) at physicochemical signature position 3 (Pos3) and Pos4 in the major groove of the C3/G3 bp (or at Pos1 and Pos2 of the G/C bp) in the E-box of the physicochemical energy logos (Fig. 3F). The logos showed a positive average change in binding free energy $\Delta\DeltaG$ (see definitions in SI Appendix). Consistent with the co-crystal structure of the MAX–DNA complex, His28 forms one H-bond with either O6 or N7 of the 3′ guanine (G3), or forms a bifurcated H-bond (with the two H-bonds sharing a donor) (1) (Fig. 3C). We observed no clear signal in energy logos at Pos2 in the major groove of the C3/G3 bp (or Pos3 of G3/C3) (Fig. 3F). In the MAX–DNA co-crystal structure (Fig. 3C), the H-bond acceptor of Glu32 might be occupied by donors of Arg35, preventing bonds with the donor of the 5′ cytosine (C3) or C3.

Another notable H-bond acceptor was found in the physicochemical energy logos at Pos3 in the major groove of the A3/T3 bp (or Pos2 of the T3/A3 bp) (Fig. 3F). This observation is consistent with the co-crystal structure, in which Arg36 donates one or two H-bonds to O6 of the 3′ thymine (T3) or T3 (Fig. 3F). One
notable methyl-group was found at Pos4 in the major groove of the A−4/T−4 bp (or Pos1 of the T4/A4 bp). In the co-crystal structure, Asn29 formed a van der Waals (vdW) interaction with the methyl-group of the 3′ thymine (T−2 or T2) (Fig. 3). In the co-crystal structure (Fig. 3E), Arg36 interacts with the central 5′-CpG-3′ dinucleotide by donating two hydrogen atoms to the O6 and N7 atoms of the 3′ guanine (G3 or G3′), forming a bidentate H-bond (two H-bonds with different donor and acceptor atoms). This geometry conveys a high degree of specificity (40). Similar results were obtained when we cross-validated our method with data from the microfluidics-based SMiLE-seq platform (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). To further prove that our method is generalizable across different experimental platforms, we predicted relative binding affinities measured by SMiLE-seq with the model trained by the SELEX-seq data. The results showed a good correlation (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). As a control, we shuffled the relative binding affinities of the training data, and no signals were detected from the predictive model (SI Appendix, Fig. S3). Together, these results showed that DeepRec is capable of predicting binding mechanisms with respect to the co-crystal structure.

DeepRec Predicts TF Binding Preference in the Context of DNA Grooves. Physicochemical signatures in the DNA major groove are more diverse and unique than those in the minor groove, thereby conveying a higher degree of TF-binding specificity (1). For example, MAX only recognizes signatures in the major groove to achieve its binding specificity, as evidenced by the physicochemical energy logos (Fig. 4A) and the MAX–DNA co-crystal structure (PDB ID 5EYO). Nevertheless, TF-binding specificity can be achieved through a complex recognition process involving both major and minor groove readout (1). Therefore, we asked whether DeepRec is able to predict binding mechanisms that involve physicochemical signatures in the major and minor grooves.

We next studied myocyte enhancer factor 2B (MEF2B), a member of the MEF2 family that plays vital roles in the development and functioning of neuronal and muscle cells. Minor groove contacts have been shown to be important for TF binding for this family (41). We trained DeepRec on MEF2B SELEX-seq data (41), interpreted the model using DNA physicochemical energy logos (Fig. 4D), and compared predicted logos with the sequence logos (Fig. 4B) and the TF–DNA contacts of a MEF2B–DNA co-crystal structure (PDB ID 1N6J) (42) (Fig. 4C–F). One prominent H-bond acceptor at Pos4 in the major groove of the T−4/A−4 bp (or Pos1 in the major groove of the A4/T4 bp) was observed in the physicochemical energy logos (Fig. 4A). Consistent with the MEF2B–DNA co-crystal structure, Lys23 donates one H-bond to N6 of the 3′ adenine (A3 or A3′) (Fig. 4D). Intriguingly, the major groove signals mainly occurred at the 3-bp half sites (5′-CTAW3TAG-3′). In contrast, notable minor groove signals were observed within the central W4 region of the binding site (Fig. 4A, Right).

Compared to the physicochemical energy logos of MAX (Fig. 3A, Right), MEF2B logos showed stronger signals in the minor groove, with positive nonpolar hydrogens (‘N’s) and negative H-bond donors (‘D’s) (Fig. 4A, Right). In the MEF2B–DNA co-crystal structure (Fig. 4E), the Gly2-Arg3 conformation inserts into the minor groove: Arg3 makes electrostatic interactions with the phosphodiester backbone, whereas Gly2 makes vdW or hydrophobic interactions with nonpolar atoms. The energy logos demonstrated long-range interactions in the minor groove.

![Figure 4](https://www.pnas.org/content/120/4/e2205796120/fig/fig4)

**Fig. 4.** DNA physicochemical energy logos and co-crystal structure of MEF2B–DNA complex (PDB ID 1N6J). (A) Physicochemical energy logos were generated by DeepRec based on MEF2B SELEX-seq data. The position with respect to the physicochemical signature position (Pos) and the nucleotide position of the bp are indicated by the name of the MEF2B protein residue when a contact between the protein and DNA was found, using the DNAProDB method (26). Pos1-4 refer to physicochemical signature positions 1-4, respectively, of the bp. The dashed box highlights the central core-binding site. (B) Sequence logos obtained from DeepRec sequence model. (C) Interactions between MEF2B residues and the C−4/G−4 bp in the major groove. (D) Interactions between MEF2B residues and the T−4/A−4 bp in the major groove. (E) “Met-Gly-Arg” conformation in the minor groove.
groove (Fig. 4A, Right), suggesting the potential presence of another nonpolar residue such as Met, which can form highly specific interactions for minor-groove recognition (Fig. 4F).

**DeepRec Predicts the Geometry of H-Bonding and Hydrophobic Interactions.** DNA-binding specificity is achieved through H-bond contacts and hydrophobic interactions. While the number of contacts formed between protein residues and DNA bases provides binding specificity, the uniqueness of the geometry of H-bonds and the hydrophobic interaction conveys a higher degree of specificity for protein recognition (1). For example, the H-bond geometry of bidentate and bifurcated H-bonds provides a higher degree of binding specificity than single H-bonds (43).

In a complex example, bidentate H-bonds combined with a hydrophobic interaction form a triad geometry that conveys an even higher degree in binding specificity. For instance, a methyl-Arg-G triad forms during recognition of TpG and methyl-CpG dinucleotides in double-stranded DNA (44).

The human tumor suppressor p53 binds as a tetramer to two dimeric sites (5′-RRRCWWGYYY-3′) separated by a spacer of 0-13 bp (45). Each p53 monomer uses a methyl-Arg-G triad to recognize the TpG dinucleotide (44). We trained DeepRec on p53 SELEX-seq data (39), interpreted the model using DNA physicochemical energy logos (Fig. 5A), and compared predicted logos with the sequence logos and TF–DNA contacts of the p53–DNA co-crystal structure (PDB ID 3Q06) (1) (Fig. 5B–D). We observed two prominent H-bond acceptors at Pos1 and Pos2 in the major groove of the G2/C2 bp in the physicochemical energy logos (Fig. 5A). This observation is consistent with the p53–DNA co-crystal structure, in which Arg280 donates two H-donors to N6 and O7 of the 3′ guanine, forming bidentate H-bonds (Fig. 5D).

On the other hand, a prominent methyl group was found at Pos1 in the major groove of the T1/A1 bp (Fig. 5A), in agreement with the co-crystal structure wherein the methyl group of thymine stabilizes the Arg280 positioning through a vdW contact (Fig. 5D). The bidentate H-bond and the hydrophobic interaction formed a so-called “methyl-Arg-G triad,” providing unique specificity. Intriguingly, three consecutive ‘A’s on the side are found at Pos1 in the major groove of G5, G4, and A3, near H-donor Arg280 and Lys120, suggesting why p53 prefers the RRR triplet at the binding-site edges (Fig. 5C). The results showed that DeepRec is capable of detecting the binding geometry for p53–DNA recognition.

**DeepRec Predicts Impact of DNA Modifications on Protein–DNA Binding.** DNA modifications play key roles in gene regulation (36, 46), but their effects on TF-binding are not completely understood. Several studies have adopted structural biology and low-throughput binding methods (e.g., X-ray crystallography and electrophoretic mobility shift assays) on TFs in complexes with modified DNA to explain the effects of chemical modifications at atomic resolution (34, 47). Recently, high-throughput methods, such as EpiSELEX-seq (36), methyl-HT-SELEX (46), and methyl-Spec-seq (48), have been developed to determine the effects of the CpG modification on TF-binding using a large pool of
chemically modified oligonucleotides. These high-throughput methods are powerful tools but lack insights into structural readout mechanisms.

Here, we asked whether we could predict the effects of methylation on TF binding using high-throughput binding data and explain possible binding mechanisms. We trained DeepRec on EpiSELEX-seq data (36) of the human bZIP proteins ATF4 and C/EBPβ using a similar process as was used in previous systems. In this case, we combined methylated (Lib-M) and unmethylated (Lib-U) DNA fragments generated from EpiSELEX-seq (36) as input. We modeled the systems without expanding the sequence alphabets by instead describing physicochemical signatures (Fig. 1B and D). Predictions for ATF4 showed a decrease in binding affinity when a CpG bp step is present at the center of the binding site (at position −1/+1), and an increase in binding affinity when the sequences contained a CpG dinucleotide at the flank of the motif (at position −4/−3 or +3/+4) (Fig. 6A and SI Appendix, Fig. S3A). In contrast, predictions for C/EBPβ showed a weak or no preference for 5mCpG at the center of the binding site (Fig. 6B and SI Appendix, Fig. S3B) (49). The methylation effect was precisely identified in low-affinity binding sequences for ATF4 (Fig. 6A and SI Appendix, Fig. S3E). These results are consistent with results from previous studies (SI Appendix, Fig. S3C–F) (36, 46, 49, 50).

Next, we trained DeepRec on SELEX-seq data (39) for ATF4 and C/EBPβ. We asked whether we could learn the methylation effect from unmethylated DNA. Predictions for ATF4 showed a positive effect on binding affinity when the sequences contained a CpG bp step in the flank, demonstrating the ‘thymine mimicry’ that could possibly be learned from the methyl group of thymine.

Fig. 6. Predicting and measuring methylation sensitivity for ATF4 and C/EBPβ using DeepRec on EpiSELEX data and validating the contacts with C/EBPβ complex structure (PDB ID 6MG1 and 2E42). Symmetric consensus motifs and comparison of relative affinities of 10-mer sequences between a methylated sequence library (Lib-M) versus an unmethylated sequence library (Lib-U) predicted by DeepRec are shown for (A) ATF4 and (B) C/EBPβ. For ATF4 (A), non-CpG sequences (green) show the same binding affinities in both libraries because no methylation is involved. Flanking CpG-containing sequences are preferred in Lib-M, whereas central CpG-containing sequences are preferred in Lib-U. For C/EBPβ (B), central CpG-containing sequences are slightly preferred in Lib-M. DNA physicochemical energy logos are shown for (C) ATF4 and (D) C/EBPβ. Corresponding contacts from co-crystal structures (PDB ID 6MG1) are indicated by residue name and number. Due to the unavailability of a ATF4 co-crystal structure, the C/EBPβ co-crystal structure was compared between ATF4 logos and contacts marked by a dashed line. Green dashed-boxes highlight hydrophobic interactions between the methyl group of the thymine and the hydrophobic side chains that are shared by ATF4 and C/EBPβ. Green solid boxes indicate a negative effect of methylation on central CpG for ATF4 but a slight positive effect for C/EBPβ.
in the unmethylated data (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 G and J). However, the model trained for C/EBP did not capture the positive contribution toward binding from the thymine in the central TpG dinucleotide (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 H and J), which implied that the thymine mimicry event might not be selected in this case. This comparison allowed us to study the possible mechanisms of the methylation effect on binding.

The resulting physicochemical logos supported the previously identified molecular basis for methylation effects on binding (36). The predictions showed a positive ‘M’ at Pos1 in the major groove of Tγ/Aγ (Pos4 in the major groove of Aβ/Tβ) for ATF4 (green dashed boxes in Fig. 6 C and D), demonstrating the positive effect of methylation on binding affinity. Based on TF–DNA contacts in a C/EBPβ co-crystal structure (PDB ID 6MG2) (51), Ala284 interacts with the methyl group of a thymine at position –4 of the binding site, making a vdW contact Fig. 6F. A negative ‘M’ is found at Pos1 in the major groove of Cγ/Gγ (Pos4 in the major groove of Gβ/Cβ) for ATF4 (Fig. 6C), showing a negative effect on binding affinity. However, there is no obvious signal of ‘M’ detected at Pos1 in the major groove of Cγ/Gγ (or at Pos4 in the major groove of Gβ/Cβ) for C/EBPβ (Fig. 6D). In the co-crystal structure Fig. 6H, the ‘M’ of an 5mC might interact with the carbon Arg289 to form a vdW interaction, which may explain how C/EBPβ interacts with methylated DNA Fig. 6H. However, why ATF4 has less preference for methylated DNA is still unknown.

Conclusions

Investigating physicochemical readout signatures in DNA that are important for protein binding is an approach to uncover TF–DNA readout mechanisms. However, current experimental methods are limited in their ability to provide sufficient numbers of structures to explain the entirety of TF–DNA binding mechanisms. Until now, existing methods have been incapable of mining important physicochemical signatures by leveraging large data. Here, we describe DeepRec, a deep learning framework capable of mining the importance of physicochemical readout signatures for TF–DNA binding specificity in the context of binding free energy. DeepRec accurately predicts possible binding contacts for several TFs across TF families at physicochemical resolution, and indicates corresponding forces (e.g., H-bonds, hydrophobic interactions, etc.) that current sequence-based modeling methods cannot identify. Furthermore, DeepRec detects physicochemical signatures and binding geometries that can contribute to highly specific TF–DNA binding, such as bifurcated and bidentate H-bonds, methyl-Arg-G triads, and long-range-DNA minor groove interaction patterns.

Strikingly, DeepRec is capable of revealing effects of chemical DNA modifications on learning on a dataset that combines methylated and unmethylated data. Compared with results trained on unmethylated data alone, one can imply the possible binding mechanism of a methylation event. Because DeepRec can mine lesser coarse-grained information than DNA sequence, we envision that this method can be easily expanded to studies beyond the concept of DNA sequence towards physicochemical modeling. For example, DeepRec might be employed to investigate effects of Hoogsteen bp (52) observed in p53 (6), as well as effects of synthetic bp (29), mismatched bp (30), or other modified bp, such as 4mC and 6mA (53), in the context of TF–DNA binding.

Future work can improve the DeepRec approach. First, we currently limit the number of physicochemical signature positions in major and minor grooves to four and three, respectively; however, in some cases this definition might be vague. For example, the number of physicochemical signature positions in the minor groove could be two or three. In addition, we encode physicochemical signatures as discrete data and consider O and N as the same type of physicochemical signatures with equal physicochemical property strength. However, considering the strength of the acceptor from a hydroxymethyl group, O, and N would be different. To address this issue, we should introduce a function to describe the distribution functions for different chemical groups rather than use a discrete one-hot encoding representation. Furthermore, DeepRec requires large data containing enough variance to be able to train thousands of parameters. Some data, such as HT-SELEX, may not be ideal for our method. Compared to our end-to-end method, a pipeline training from a sequence model or a conversion from PWM to obtain physicochemical logos might neglect the important spatial context of physicochemical signatures. The current deep learning process would introduce more arbitrary parameters. DeepRec trains models with shape features implicitly; therefore, the impact of three-dimensional structure could not be highlighted by our method. Finally, DeepRec might not be able to predict all contacts occurring in the co-crystal structure, or vice versa. To improve the prediction, we could co-train our model with existing crystal structures to fine-tune the predictions.

Materials and Methods

Deep Learning Framework DeepRec. Deep neural networks are a type of artificial neural networks comprised of multiple layers between input and output layers. Each layer consists of a number of neurons, which receive input from a set of previous layer neurons. The sequential layer-by-layer structure executes a sequence of functional transformations to model complex nonlinear relationships between predictive features and response variables.

We developed a multimodule deep-learning framework capable of mining important patterns in multimodal systems. The architecture includes convolutional and down-sampling layers for each module to extract features from input data, a joint layer combining features retrieved from different sources, and a hidden layer that further integrates features to discover higher-level patterns. Based on this framework, we developed DeepRec (Deep Recognition of TF–DNA binding), which integrates physicochemical features of DNA in the major and minor grooves, followed by a perturbation-based forward-propagation approach to interpret the resulting model (Fig. 2). This method aims to discover important physicochemical readout signatures recognized by TFs and to explain biological insights that cannot be revealed by sequence-based models.

DNA Physicochemical Signatures and Feature Encoding. Physicochemical signatures at the edges of bp in the DNA major or minor grooves underlie the ability of TFs to recognize bp through H-bonds or hydrophobic contacts, as shown in Fig. 1. For a given DNA sequence, we encode the corresponding physicochemical signatures using a binary representation for H-bond acceptor, H-bond donor, thymine methyl group, and nonpolar hydrogen. A detailed description about the encoding method is provided in SI Appendix. The encoding method can be extended to non-Watson-Crick bp, including Hoogsteen, synthetic, and mismatched bp, without increasing the feature dimension. In contrast, the sequence-based model introduces entirely new letters of the sequence alphabet when using the one-hot encoding method, which would increase the dimension of input features by making them sparse, which might result in an overfitting issue. Using a different letter also implies independence, for instance of a methylated cytosine from cytosine despite the largely overlapping chemical characteristics of 5mC and 5mC/G bp.

Hyperparameter Search. The hyperparameter search begins by sampling 100 sets of random calibration parameters. SI Appendix, Table S1 lists the sampling used for each parameter in a set. The calibration phase evaluates the quality of each parameter set by threefold cross-validation on the training set. Each model is trained on a different two-thirds of the data, and its performance is evaluated on the held-out one-third. Calibration parameters are scored by averaging the three r² values of the validation dataset (Fig. 2B).
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Ensemble Training. Once the best calibration parameters have been identified, we trained 100 new models using 80% of the training data (a single fold) with different random seeds. Resulting models are stored and used to reduce the variance of predictions and generalization errors that generally happen in neural networks. The best 0.5 quantile of models is selected and is returned by the entire pipeline for interpretation or further analysis.

Model Interpretation. DeepRec utilizes a perturbation-based forward propagation approach that nullifies a physicochemical signature at each defined position of a bp, one at a time, and then quantifies its impact on binding free energy. The binding free-energy difference is calculated between the presence and absence of the signature at each corresponding physicochemical signature position. To visualize the detailed binding preferences of an individual TF, DeepRec introduces a new visualization, coined the “DNA physicochemical energy logo” (e.g., Fig. 3A). In these logos, letters are used to represent DNA physicochemical features (“A” for H-bond acceptor, “D” for H-bond donor, “M” for methyl group, and “N” for nonpolar hydrogens). The logo displays the binding preference in each DNA groove (major and minor) and physicochemical group position 1 (Pos1-4) at single-nucleotide resolution. The height of each letter indicates the average change in binding free energy (ΔΔΔΔΔΔΔΔ) resulting from the comparison of the reference probe to its mutants with a nullified physicochemical signature in ensemble models. The vertical bar on each letter specifies the standard error of the mean, which measures how far the sample mean is likely to be separated from the true population mean. This method is expanded to handle DNA modifications by considering the addition or replacement of a specific physicochemical signature. For example, the “N” signature at Pos1 of the C7T bp can be swapped with an “M” signature in the major groove to represent methylation at position 5 of the cytosine, 5mC. Next, the change in binding free energy can be measured by comparing the reference probe with nullification of the physicochemical signature.

Data, Materials, and Software Availability. Previously published data were used for this work (PRJEB255690, SRP073361, GSE116401, GSE98652).
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